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CHAPTER I

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THT PROBLEM

The Problem 
't" 

"'.t.' 
,

The Indj-an caste system has intrigued students of 
;- :- ....
l:l ': :ì:l

society for many years, since it represents one of the ''': '

most highly elaborated systems of social stratification
i

in the worLd. A J-arge volume of literature already exists 
ì

on this subject, but two considerations led me to under- 
r

l

:-take the preseni St,uciy: a I no one , t'o my KnowLeoge r nêft

yetattemptedtodocumenttheconditionswhichprevai1

atthetimewhennewgroUPSemergeaSrecognizedcastes;
l

and b) there is not yet a consensus of opinion as to the I

dynamics of caste, hence further study is warrantedt 
i,,;,,,..

A brief survey of some of the literature wilt 
,.:.,'.t..
.,..:.r., .:,

indiCate the Tany contradictory views scholars have held. 
"""':"'

Earlv writers Iike John Nesfield (tAeS) and H. RisJ-ey (1915)

!úerq primarily concerned with history and race. They tried

to link the caste system to specific historical events like ,': ''
i :':;t:''¡ 

''

the Aryan invasions of 1 500 500 B.C.: , They assumed that

the fair-skinned invaders hrere better fighters who subjug-

' ated the darker-skinned original inhabitants. Some inter-

il -r"':f:
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marriages hrere assumed to have taken place as the warrior

men took local women. The result was that within a few

generations skin color ranged from f air to dark, depending 
,,.,,,,,,,,
.-.-:.:'.':

upon the degree cif Aryan or Dravidian blood. After the

initial period of intermarrying, the fairer-skinned classes

began to insist upon endogamy to protect their social

privileges. Thus the insistence uPon endogamy assured

the superiority of the Aryans in perpetuity. The early

division of society based upon skin color is deemed to

have been the 4-foId Varna division. Subsequent fission-

ing of society due to accidents like quarrels, migrations,

etc., has caused the number of castes to increase qreatlyt

so that today there are over 3r000 named groups and many

more endogamous unitso

B1unt (lggt ) took issue with this racial origin

t,heory, claiming that it was fabricated upon PUre spec-

ulation. He looked for the ori'gin of caste at. a much

later date

suggested that caste is really based upon specialization

of labor. Specialists in any occupation woul-d tend to

marry mates from their ohrn trade guilds in order to

maintain a monopoly on the skills and knowledge which

' they possessed. 6uild endogamy developed into caste

endogamy.

i:iir,.:
l. :il I :.

Cox (1959) argued that the emphasis upon purity/
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poJ.tution as the basis fo¡ caste ranking is evidence fo¡

the theory that caste developed out of a struggle for pohrex

between the Kshatriyas (soldier-rul-ers ) and the Brahmans . .: 
,.,,

( priests ) . He did not explain why the struggle f or 
l''.;r';'

supremacy between rulers and priests in other parts of

the worLd, like medieval- Europe, failed to produce a

lttt'caste system

l.-,....:,.Francis Hsu (tgeZ) sar wide diffe¡ences betweerì ì1::,:::::,j

Chinese and Hindu society, in spite of similar size and

subsistence base. He despaired of finding any sociological

or economic explanation for the differences between these

two societies, so he opted for an explanation based on

ideology. He thought that therChinese have had a'rthis-

worldlytt view, and have paid but scant attenti"sn to things

reliiious. Vúhat religion there was in China' h,as really

an extention of kinship in that they worshipped ancestots.
'I

Hindus, accordin'g to Hsu, have held an rfother-worldlyrl

view.. They have been obsessed with religion, and this has

produced a tendency to fissioning because it places relig-

ious obligatíons ahead of social obligations. Fissioning

in turn has produced the caste system with its extreme

emphasis upon social distance between segments of society.

Leach (tgeO) believed that the caste system is

based upon consensus: each caste gladly accepts its posit-

ion within the hierarchy. Berreman on the other hand

emphasized conflict as being inherent in any stratified it';,:.;

Ì:r':a: -:'..:
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society. He hetd that castes are not characterized

by concensus Itbut by conformity. They are maintained

not by agreement but by sanctions.rr (in Reuck, 1957247).

Karve (1959) .rgued that the castes of India axe ',"".t'tl¡"i

culturally dissimilar, hence Hindu society is an rragglom-

erationrr of dissimilar groups which were forced to enter
'.. :.. ,

into economic relationships with each other in order to ''"''"';";,::':.::t::: 
- :.^.:.-.

:-
survive physically. They retaín their old cul-turar 

i,:;..,..,¡1:,;,r..

identity to the extent that they retain their oþrn trad- .:i:r:::

itonal traits. They retain a sense of social identity

by insisting on endogamy. Fox (1969) disagreed sharply i'

I

with Karve i saying that the castes and tribes which 
i
I

d'isplay unique cultural- traits have developed these traits

after leaving main-line Hindu culture to occupy a vacant
i

ecological niche
i
:

Another point of conflict in the literature on the r' '

l

Indian caste system is the argument over whether or not 
' i,1,; ;,.::ì,;::

l:.: :- .:. .:.:1..:i

itisunique.Thosewhoarguethatitisuniquefocus.'....

their ãttention on cultural content rather than structure- '.:,'"'','',','

fun,ction. Thus Hsu talks about Hindu religious t'ldelt- '

:

anschauuftg,,, 0ther scholars like orans and Berreman insist

-- , 6 
- 

tL-that one must first of all focus on those things which iffi
permitcomparisonwithothe¡socialsystems.Theybelieve

that an understanding of simiLarities is a prerequisite to 
:

' unde¡standing differences. I agree with this point of view

=i,;;.1.;.:i..1¡n::

:.'._.i-
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so wilI focus on social-political-economic factors which

I believe cause new castes to emexge, rather than on

Hindu theology or phiJ-osophy.

Scope of this Study

In this study i do not intend to search for partic-

ular historical events that might be interpreted as being

associated with the origins of the caste system. Nor do

I intend to examine under a microscope, as it h,ere ' a

caste system in microcosm as has been so ably done in the

intense vill-age studies by men like Bailey (1957), Lewis

(1958), l4ayer (1960), and Berreman (1963), et al-.

My intention is to study the processes by which

new castes emerge. New castes have. been emerging out of

tribal and out of 0utcaste groups. Together, these categ-

ories comprise 100,000,000 people or 1/5 of Indiars total

population. 5pace and purpose fo¡bid a comPrehensive

discussion of this enormous segment of Indiars population,

but I believe the examples selected provide reasonabfe
I

support for the conclusions reached

In speaking about tribal- peoples, I have deliberately

excluded. the whole of Assam which c'ontains a large tribat

population. 0ther tribals tiving ín north-west India, in

eastern and in extreme southern India have also been omitted

for the sake of brevity. I have concentrated on those
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living in southe¡n Bihar, north-western Madhya Pradesh,

western Orissa, the southern tip of Madhya Pradesh, and

the surrounding area of northern Andhra Pradesh. These

tribes live in a huge crescent around the northern,

eastern, and southern sides of the Chhatisgarh region

of eastern Madhya Pradesh.

lrJhile I cannot present a detailed diachronic

account ,of any one tribe or caste undergoing transform-

ation, the events alluded to in this paper will cover

roughly one century of time from mid 1800s to mid 1900s-

By looking at the changes which have occured during this

century, I hope to able to show the direction that culture

change is taking in Ïndia.

This study is based upon library resea¡ch, plus

materiaL gathered from a questionaire which u/as administ-

ered in a particular community in India. The questionaire

h,as designed to gather information which will, test the

conclusions reached referent to the effects of conversion

toChristianityofan0utcastegroup.Ihavea1soincIud-

ed some personal observations made during the time I

Lived in the Chhatisgarh region as hospital administrator

from 1962 to 1968.

'' :

::1.:::- l.t1
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Defi nitions
r

Caste

The word trcasterf was first applied to the units 
,.,,....,:.,,

Indian society by the Portugese. It derives f¡om the " r-

Portugese word "castail meaning simply a human group. Most

European languages evet since have used the word ttcastett.
; . ..:.- .

The most commonly used word in the Sanskritic Ianguages of . i,',.',.ì

India is ttjat'r or rrjatitt. This word has a more general '.,,,
_j::: :::- ìj

usage than its English equivalent. It means species or

breed, and is rlsed for humans, animals or plants. A wild ,,

"jat" of oxange tree will produce sour fruit. A good "jattt 
i

-: 1 l- .¿,.-- J.i ^--- lr .i -+ tl j

of cow will produce more milk than a mediocre t'j"ttt.

At the ,human societal leve1, 'f j.t'| is used for:

a) the territorially timited, endogamous grouP, and : 
i
i

b) the .Iarger aggregate of groups bearing a common name

Thus any Brahman is said to belong to the Brahman jat,

but the endogamous unit to which he belongs is ? par.ticular r.,.,
- ¿ 1..,....

hman. Some jats are found all over India, others 't' 
''';,,'..so¡t of Bra '.: r:. ..

.:1'.:;,.:: '

in onJ.y one locality (these are commonly call-ed Itlocal jatstt),

In orderbo-distinguish these two leveIs, most writers on'

' the subject resort to the caste vso subcaste distinction.
i'¡'''::' t ''

For these writers, caste refers to the wider grouping, and i,'.'.:"-

subcaste to the territoriatly Ìimited endogamous unit.
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Using rtsubcaste'r to designate the endogamous unit

appears very unsatisfactory to ffie, because of the implicat-

ions of that word. It implies that the smaller unit has

separated or broken away from the larger originaJ- whoIe.

It assumes that evely jat having a common name is descended

from one parent stem and that they are aII biologically

related. These assumptions must be questioned. A further

difficulty inherent in using'rsubcastert to designate the

endogamous unit lies in the fact that it leads to awkward

and confusing usage in the Literature on caste. An example

of this is Cox who says that he wr1l use rrsubcasteil for

the endc¡qamous unit, but f or Qlnv¡.ni enDe sake 'twhen h'e

speak of tthe caster we sha-t] be referring to the subcasterr

(csx 1 9JJ:28). I.n other,words, he has proposed a definit-

ion with whj.ch he cannot live comfortably, so he intenti.on-

a1J-y uses the word impreciselY.

I am moxe impressed with the solution t'o this

problem proposed by Irawati Karve in her 1959 Berkluy,

california, anthropology colÌoquium address. She proposes

using ilcastert for the endogamous unit, and 'rcaSte complexrl

or trcaste cluster!r for the larger grouping bearing a

còmmon name. I think.that she is on the right track, but

would suggest an even more specific word fo¡ the larger

grouping, namely "caste-type!r. I make this suggestion

becausethecaste-typeisinrea1ityasocia1s1ot,not



just an an accidental or fortuj-tous choosing of the same

name; and because I do not believe that all Brahmans

(or othe¡ caste-types) a¡e biol-ogicaÌly related.

In this paper trcasterr wilL refer to endogamous units.

Larger than the caste is the trcaste-typett within which

there is no social organization, but rather a common name

and a shared or similar social status in separated local--

ities. Small-er than the,caste is the rrgotratr or cJ-an,

which is normalJ.y exogamous. These smal-Ier units are out-

side the concern of this paPer, since Ï am interested only

in inter-caste rel-ationships.

Having specified the unít of study, I shaLl now

operationalize a definition of caste in terms of its

essential features:

(1) The first is birth-ascribed membership. All children

born of the union of two members of a caste are automatic-

atly membe¡s of that caste. Eirth-ascribed rnembership is

made simple and clear-cut by insistance on endogamy. Even

casual sexual- contact between castes is considered to be in

Very'bad form. Choosing to marry someone from another caste

will'l-ead to ostracism by both castes at worst, and by the

higher caste at best. Marrying someone from another caste

but within the same caste-type may be tolerated, but is

seldom done due to geographicaJ- distance

Q, The second is caste specialization of labor. One

r,ijlü¿:C

9

::i:.liì.:.-
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must be ca¡efuL at this point, for not all occupations

are restricted to one caste, nor do all castes practice

their traditional occupation. Any member of a low caste

may be a fa¡m Laborer. There are Fishermen who do not

'fish, and Potters who do not make pots. Tasks which are

regarded to be polluting wiLl not be done by anyone who

considers himself to be above the particular task in the

ritual hierarchy. No one but a Chamar will skin a dead

animal and remove the carcass. No one þut a $weeper will

clean up feces or filth.

Operationatly, however, I conside¡ specialization of

Iabor on the basis of caste an essential feature since one

is not f¡ee to fol-l-ow any profession he chooses. Tradition-

aI occupations are fill-ed by me.mbers of requisite castes.

AIl of the castes within a village live in well established

rítua1 and economic ¡elationships with each other. A person

born in a village have very líttl-e choice as to'occupation;

either he fol-Iows his particular caste vocationr or he may

become a fa¡m labore¡ or other meniaL worker.

(3) The third is stratification. Caste members do not

conceptualize their standing vis-a-vis other castes as

being horizontal. Each one is ranked either above or

.below the others. There may not be agreement as to who

occupies the higher position, but social distance is

conceptualized'as being vertical. Social- distance is
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perceived to be based upon intrinsic worth. Those bo¡n

into a caste having great worth are thought to be ritualJ.y

pure. Those born in a low caste have litt1e intrinsic

worth and are thought to be po1luted. Purity,/pollution

axe inherent qualities which determine priviJ-eges and

duties in society.

These three leatures which I have caLled essential

are features which a person within the system would accept,

and may thus be termed ttemictt features.

Tribe

The word Ittribetr is used in India to designate

thcse oegments cf ti¡e India;; rati.cn,;:umbcri;'lg rc;gh-l-;''

30r000r000 people, which are not yet fully integrated

into the dominant Hindu society in terms of economic or

social ¡elationships, are not fully Hindu in religion,

and still practice or can remember practicing hunting-

gathering and hoe horticulture. Tribals live in villages

or hamlets separate from multí-caste vilIages. They are

found, primarily on the plateau of India, in the dense

forests, or on the steep hillsides and mountains. They

are usually ¡eferred to as Adivasi or Adi Dravida,

meaning the original inhabitants of the Iand

The words "casten and t!tribett are not always used

'exclusively. Stephen Fuchs uses "triberr to describe the
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larger unit calLed "Gondtr, yet he denotes the smal-ler

endogamous units of the Gond grouping as rrcastesr'. Gonds

are tribals. Bailey says that the only solution to this ;t. l,:,::,.,,.,.,

problem of identifying a tribe is to postulate a continu-

um, at one end of which is a society whose political

system is entirely segmentary and of egalitarian type,

wíth no dependent sectiorìse At the other end is the

society which gives political and economic control to a

relativeJ-y small. segment, and the ¡est of that society

functions as dependent. He bel-ieves that one can ident-

ify a tribe if it has direct controf over resouxces and

if it makes up a relatively large portion of the total

population of 'an area (Bailey 19602264, 265).

An operational definition of tribe will tl-rus have

to portray the t¡iba1 end of the continuum. Tribes a.re

not part of an integrated Hindu society. They have some

trading relationships .with Hindus, but'prefer to live. in

isolated settlements containing only their own members.

They a¡e egalitarian in outlook and do not practice

specialization of labor. Their normal subsistence pattern

is a mixture of hunting-gathering, hoe horticulture and

pig raising. Either they do not possess animals for

traction, or have aquired these within recent times. Land

ís conceived as being the property of the tribe, to be

used by all members,of the tribe according to need.

12
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CHAPTER I I

THEORETI CAL CONSIDERATI ONs

The underlying'.questions which I am addressing are 3

Is the caste system perpetuating itsel-f? Are new castes

stiIl emerging in the present? If sor what factors cause

a new caste to emerge from tribal groups? Vr/hat factors:

cãuse an 0utcaste group to become a new and different

caste ? I believe that answers to these questions will

indicate how the Indian caste system copes with problems

of confli.ct and social integration. These ansh,ers may

aLso indicate a possible origin for the system, since

one would expect similar responses to simiLar pressures

in earlier days.

Evolution of Societies

In an evolutionary classification of soci'eties, the

símplest in organizatj.on and the smalfest in numbers of

peopJ-e, is the hunting-gathering band. In a hunting band,

power and privilege are the ft¡nction of personal skiLl.

0ffices must be continuously vaJ-idated by the incumbent.

Specialization is on a part-time basis: the shaman Performs

his rítual.duties only as occasion demands. He is a hunter

along with his peers the rest of the time. Hunting bands

are eqalitarian in outlook, Iacking hereditary leadership.
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In simpJ-e horticultural societies religious and

magical poh,ers are in greater clemand. ì¡rlielders of this

sort of pou/er are cruciaf to the society, since.upon

their knowJ-ege depends the success of the crop and the

social control necessary to coordinate the activities of

the group in their use of fiel-ds and planting of croPs.

In these societies ritual offices tend to become heredit-

arVr since the knowledge of rituals regarding pLant

fertility and rain making are taught by the shamans to

theír own children, thus establishing a hereditary special

status

The next step in social development comes about 
i

,

when the next level of technological improvement is ì

:

reached. V. Gordon Childe has described this stage in
.'l

Man Makes Himself (tgSt ¡114ff). He says that during the :

i-=:
i

two,mil]enia from about 4r000 BC to 2,000 EC this new l

level was achieved in Egypt, in Mesopotamia, in.India and ¡':.:.-,:,;:;;;l;
:. :: .::::i:a: :_.:

in .Indo-China. Men Learned to plant crops, to dig irrigat- ;::',.,iit,:, t:
::.. :r.:.....

-:::' ' ::':'!

ion canals, to harness oxen to the plow, and to develop

metalurgical techniques. This technological- breakthrough

brought with it a social revolution. Greatly incre,ased
iì;.:l'ill'

food production brought about a denser population; which ¡'i""ìl''
l

in turn brought about specialization of labor and mechan-

isms for social control- which had not been necessaxy beforee :

i

Populations became greatly conçentrated along the river 
,

''':. ;
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valteys with irrigated fields and sättlud villages.

Increased population density led to conflict and wal-

fare, hence settlements had to be fortified. The demands

of warfare led to the domestication of the horse and the

ínvention of the wheeled chariot. Armies became more or

. less professionalo Those segments of society which

controlled enough ¡3¡-power to raise the necessary food-

to feed the artisans and soldiers and other non-food-

producers, to buil-d the necessary fortifications, and to

field armies, thus emerged as a ruler .class :ëtt this period

of world history.

Not cnJ-¡¡ dj.d professionaL rulers emerçle at this time

but also professional priests. The priests had a monopoly

of rituaL and magical knowledge, They developed writing

systems to keep record of the surpluse's of food and

military hardware which the society produced. Thus they

became the natural aIIies oftthe ¡ulers. Together the

rulers and the priests monopolized control of economic

and political affairs in socíety. Monopoly of control

of economic affairs does not mean that only they get

food to eat. Exploitation must be kept in check, lest it

he labor pool which produces the goods and serv-'destroy the labor pool

ices. V,/hen the factors of exploitation anci restraints

1.ì., i .,::1

j ,i

j:li:l:
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social system may achieve a stability which causes it to

survive for centuries, as did the Indian caste system,

in spite of grossly unequal distribution of goods and 
,,,';,,,,',
i..:-.::.:'.

rewards.

Various Approaches to Caste

The question we must now consider is whether the

Indian caste system which developed in an agrarian society'

fits the general theory of the development of societies.

As already indicated in the opening statement, a common

explanation fo¡ caste is the raciaJ.-origin theory. Even

a casual observer can readily see that there al.e in fact

many races represented in India, from large-framed

f aír-,skinned Kashmiris and Pan jabis, to mongoJ-oid Assamese,

to the shorter-statured, dark-skinned peoples of south India'

The racial-origin theory breaks down, howeveI., when one
'I

realizes that'the high and the low castes in any one area

ol.I.egion, resemble each other much more, morphologically,
: , .-

than they do their counterparts in other regions. Racial
t-differences are recognizable by region, not by caste '(see

Majumdar , 1961: 4B-85).

Another popular theory has centered attention on the

fact of hereditary division of labor. caste is seen as the
.

logical outgrowth of trade guilds, Edmund Leach is so

impressed with the economic security inhe¡ent in the caste
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F;d.tt:¡; i.:{

i.. . -.,.' :.I

system, that he paints a utopian picture of peace and

tranquility for the caste system z

rrln a class system social status and economic
security go together in contrast, in a
caste society status and security are polarized

In a class society the people at the bottom
are those who have been forced there by ruthless
processes of economic competition; their counter-
parts in a caste society are memburs in a cl-osel-y
organized kinshíp group who regard it as their
privileged right to carry out a task from which
all other members of the society are rigorously
excl-uded.tr (Leach, 196Oz6)

He even insists that members of the high castes

must compete for the services of the members of the low

castes since there are more people bel-onging to the

clean castes than to the Harijans.

l:i -; .:. r;

In direct opposition to this sort of idealistic
l

view is the unde¡standing which has gained ground during 
.

l

thepastdecadethata]-1systemsofstratífication,

incLuding India|s, are in fact based upon control- of. 
i

productive lesources. Such stratified systems develop , .i,.;;;:_ 
ll.:::::, :.,::

when improvments in technology permit a much denser l' ,:

' 
t"tt 

''

concent¡ation of population in a given area. TechnoIoE-

ical advances demand specialization of labor, since no one

person is able to cope adequately with the many new skill-s

required. 'Those segments of society which control the

resources of land and labor become the high class or caste.

This view says that priviJ-ege results f¡om power not

powex f¡om privilege as Leach would have us believe.
i'.t:ti:tl.;;'
..::.:.t:..r:

it,::.:.+:,:.'
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Lenskirs Theory: PriviJ-ege Based on Power
!

Ge¡ald Lenski has contributed significantly to

the development of theory referent to social stratifica-
tion. His book has the suggestíve title: Power and

Privileqe: .e J-h-e-e-ry. of SociaI Stratification (1966) . He

follows a developmental- modeL very similar to the one

proposed by V. Gordon Childe. Lenski specifically applies

the model to India i

rrThe mo.re closely one examines the realities
of the distributive system in traditional
India, instead of Hindu religious theory, the
more one is impressed by its similarities to
the systems of other agrarian societies and
less by its differences. " (Lenski 19662281),

Lenski 1Ínks,the faetor of expanding populations
'' ,

to stratification:
rrMankind, unfortunately, is abl-e to produce
more offspring than there are positions to
be filled .. .. therefore surplus manpower is
usually driven downward in a cl-ass system in
the direction of an expendable class.rr (1966229O).

It seems that this is equally true of the Indian caste

system. At least th¡eerclasses of people fit the expend-

able category, and do not reproduce their own numbers:

1) beggars - who may come from any caste, but actually

come mostly from the 0utcaste grouping;

2) Saahus - who are also beggars, but who wear sacred

robes and claim to be following the mendicant life to

gain merit for their souls, and
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3) thê so-called ftcriminal tribesrr and thugs who maintain

themselves at the expense of society by taking what they

need from members of society without their consent.

In primitive societies, goods and services are dist-

ributed on the basis of need. !ì/ith technol-ogicaJ- and

demographic advance in agrarian societies, an increasing

proportion of gooa's and services are distributed on the

basis of power. Then a further shift comes about with

emphasis upon rule of right rather than rule of might.

Lenski commenis:

ttForce is re.placed by institutional ízed fo¡ms
of power as the most useful resource in the
struggle between individuals and groups for
pr"=iige and priviiege, i,irotrgh force siiiì
remains in the picture as the uLtimate guat-
antee of these more genteel f orms. 'r '(1966 t56)

The highest castes have used the Karma concept to justify

their unequal distribution of privilege. For the 0ut-

castes this rationalization probably helped presexve their

sanity :(certainl.y it preserved the peace) since a person

who bel-ieves that he is getting a raw deal will become dis=

contented or rebelLious. Those who have power controL the

distribution of virtually all the surpluses produced, while

those without power ¡eceive only as much as they must have

in order to keep them producing. This state of affairs

is justified as being the will of the gods.

5ince the essence of privilege is control of the

iiJì::ì:ì.:
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distribution of the surpluses produced by a socíety, rrthen

it fol-lows that privilege is largely a function of power....

this means that to explain most of the dístribution of

privilege in a society, we have but to determine the

distribution of powerr" according to Lenski (tgAe:45).

Leach says that in a caste socÍety such as Indiars, the¡e

is no coxrelation at all between power and status (lgeO:e).

Lenski is saying that there is a direct and positive corr-

elation between these two variables. Leach and Lenski

cannot both be rightc

In t¡aditional India, there h,ere only two productive

resources over which one could have control: land and 
lnu

Labor of men ox animals. If Leach is co¡rect, the¡ there

will be no significant cor¡elation between rank-privilege

and coni¡ol over land and people. If Lenski is correct,

then there will be strong evidence that in traditional

India the Brahmans and Kshatriyas, the two highest caste-

types, did in fact control largest Percentage of the

land mass of India and through this control, they al-so

controlled the people who lived on the products of that land.

High Castes ControL Resources

There is rather widespread consensus among scholars

that the B¡ahmans and Kshatriyes controlled most of the Land

in traditional- India. fn an agrarian society, this is the

l,'.,,,,,..f9{f,1,1}.d
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prime productive resource.

Tilman (in Braibanti 1g63:210) says: trCaste status

over long periods of time tends to seek the level of the

economic and po'/ver position of the group. "

Brown (1951:133 ff) says that traditionally ou/n-

ership of the land was vested in the state. The rul-er

gave tracts of land to his henchmen, relatives and priests

to administe¡. For both ruler and bureaucrat, this meant

the right to levy tribute. Those who ruled were or became

Kshatriyas. The Brahmans dominated the bureaucracy.

Beteill-e (1965rg1) informs us that at one time the

Brahmans enjoyed a decisive dominance over land' even

though this is no longer as true as it was: frThis means

that owne¡ship and floß-oh,Frership of land and relations

within the system of production were to a much greater

extent associated with caste than is the case today.rl
t_

The Gazeteer ql InCia (1965), a government of India

publi'cation says: ttEconomic stratification strengthened

ritual stratification and vice versa; this enabled the

landowners to exploit the peasants. rf ( 1 965 :51 2 ) .

' Sinha (in de Reuck 1967297) asserts: rrThere has

always been a fairly close correlation between caste

hierarchy and the distribution of Iand-holding and power. r'

Bailey notes that in the state of Orissa itRitual

rank continued to be validated by differential control
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over pxoductive !esources.rr ( Bailey 1957 2271 ) .

, I n a book entitled l=and and Caste in South I ndia.

Dharma Kumar has written: rrlt is difficult to separate

caste from economic status ....t! ( Kumar 1 965:48 ) .

did her study in southKathleen Gough, who also

I ndia, notes :

'rthe high caste controlled aL1 the 1and, the
most important economic relationship consisted
of rendering of goods and services by the l-ower
caste househol-ds upwarrJs to one or more Brahman
households in return for food, cJ-othing and
shelter direct exchange of goods and services
for subsistence and lack of markets and cash
transactions within the village depend upon the
fact that the village h,as an almost self-
sufficient productive unit.'r ( I ge0 z27) .

Shs s¡.ii c l'urth¡; t,h¿, L Ð.¡:aiiriraris fcrm oniy' abou t i il5 ot

Tanjorets population, but ordn the bulk of the land in

900 out of 2,4OO villages. In this area some villages

are not control-1ed by Brahmans, but

do control them troccupy a position

the aristocrats who

of authority comparable

to that of Brahmans in Brahman virrages." (lgeo¿19). Thus

it is clear that the caste-type I'Brahmantt or its equivalent

controls all the J-and in Tanjore district
Marriott reports a very similar situation from

north India, (1955:19):

rrLandholding provides one accessible index of the
reJ-ative weaJ-th and power of castes. The three
highest rank by criteria of rituaL interaction in
public opinion are Brahman, Farmer and Merchant
in that order. These have for more than a century
hel-d as'landlords over 80iå of alL land in the rev-
enue subdivision in which Kishan Garhi (lies)t,.
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It is my contention that the foregoing citations
present very strong evidence that the high castes have

traditionally control-led a very large ,portion of the Ìand

in India. Leach would have to say that this is fortuitous.
I hold that Lenski is correct that this positive coxr-
elation is the result of the s tatus variabre being depend-

ent upon the pourer variable. How long it may take for
a J-ow caste group to gain status after aquiring wealth,

or for a high caste group to lose status after losing
wealth, needs further study. For this study, I am Roh,

taking lnu Lenskian modeL as being applicable to Indiafs
caste system.

The Lenskian formulation speaks to the question of
who in Hindu society occupies the favored positions. This

model coul-d stilI leave us with the option of interpreting
the spread of caste by ¡acial conquestr or by the spread of
a cuJ-ture type. I have already indicated that I do not

believe that o.nu can identify the high castes of south I ndia

as Aryans. ìn/hat has happened is the spread of a culture
type according to the Law of Cultural- Dominance E¡s it was

formuLated by Sah1ins and Service (tgeO:75): ÍThat

cu.ltura1systemwhichmoreeffective1yexp1oitsthe

energy resources of a given environment will tend to
spread in the environment at the expense of Less effective
systems.'f Since there are still some rtless effectiverl

i: :: 
'':| ::::.:ll-.:':.;:
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remnants of societies Left in India at various stages of

disintegration and of adapting to the dominant Hindu pattern'

I therefore conclude that the Law of Cultural Dominance is
.rt,it'- 

t '

valid and at work in Indian societY

It seems that India was settl-ed by many isolated and

separate cultural- grouPs which practiced hunting-gathering ;, :i,
hoe horticulture or'pastoral nomadism at the time of the 'i"'.-.

.:.'-a-:t':

rise of Hindu caste cuLture. Caste culture v\,as at a higher i,,..,.
'j- .::..'

level of technology and social- integratj-on than tribal

cuJture ancl has been in the process of displacing the

latterrightuptothepresent.Eastecu1tureachieved
I

i

dominance and spread over the entire subcontinent because
l

it possessed:

'l ) a superior military technology, metal tooIs, etc. ;

2)superior knowledge, including a writing system; and

3) a vastly superior agricultural technology of plows

and animal traction. '... ,,.,

Tribes in isolated areas have maintained their old ¡, '..t:: :-. ::.'

cultures. Those in close contact with Hindu culture

become'integrated intb Hindu society and cultu¡.e. This

pr.ocess of tribaL absorption into-Hindu society results in

their emergence as new castes. The process may be termed

' integration ot fusion.

Another ptocess is also at work in Hindu society
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nameLy fission. OLd castes sometimes break up and ¡eform.
This fissioning process may be the resuLt of either acci-
dents Like hrar ox migration, or may be the resurt of a .., ...:..:.-::,'-,.:

,.-;,;r,:,r.,:rt¡;:__

deliberate attempt on the part of the disadvantaged and

depressed segments of society to reconstitute themselves

into a high caste image. I am primarily concerned about ;,:,,:.:. :

, .:.- i.ì,..: i. .the deliberate attempts to achieve a new caste identity ii:i,;'.;':
,

through emuLation of high caste ritual or through a change ¡,'fr,,,,r¡,| . 
. .1.

of religion. 
:

;

i

I
i

li
Ì
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CHAPTER III I

TRTBES BECOMING CA5TE5

The presence of tribes in India raises the question

of their relationship to Hindu caste society. Are the

tribes but another variation of caste-types? Did they

separate from Hindu societyr or have they never belonged

to it? Do they have a distinctive subsistence pattern?

What happens when their forest economy and isolation is

destroyed? tnlhat happens .to a tribe which lives in close

contact with castes seattered throughout their region?

lrjhat is the effect of Hindu dominance on tribals? These

questions witl- be answered in this chapter with the aid

of four sample t¡ibes undergoing transformation into castes

or caste-types.

Tribal Integration in Hindu Society

Tribes in India are those groups of people living

in the fo¡ests, on the plateau or hill ranges. They are

animists in religion, practice slash and burn hoe horti-

culture, raise pigs for food and hunt in the forests for

at least part of their food supply. A few grouPs stilt

practice a pure hunting-gathering technique. The Fazeteer

of India mentions some of these primitive grouPss
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rrThe Birhor, Mal-1ar, and Kharia of Biha¡ and
Orissa, the Kadar and Cencus of Andh¡a Pradesh
Iive in sma-l-] nomadic or semi nomadic bands.
They gather wild Ieaves, roots and fruits, mãD-
ufacture ropes from wild creepexs, and coll-ect
bees brax .. . . the total number of forest dwellers
does not exeed a few thousand.rr (lgSS:316)

There are very few tribesmen living in the Indus valley

and on the Gangetic plain of north India. They are more

numerous in Assam, in central India and parts of the

Deccan (southern) area

I have already stated my belief that tribes axe

in the process of becoming castes. Most tribes have tried

to preserve their old way of life, but only with varying

degrees of success. Some have become so Hinduized that

to all intents and purposes, they are now castes, even

though they can remembe¡ being something el-se.
tl'There are two ways of viewing these primitivel

I

old highly elaborated cuJ-ture. 'Richard Fox argues one

view; that these people are rrprofessionaL primitivesrl

who have moved out from mainline Hindu culture to occupy

a vacant ecological niche, (in Man in India, voJ..49, No.2,

p. 139). I re ject this view f or several r€êso:Frs. One is
linguistic: the tribals in central India are surrounded

' 1Th" word rrprimitiveI is not a value judgment. It
Feans that those who are more primitive have a less effic-
ient technology. They control less energy since they rely
entirely upon human labor.

ì..-: ì:_.,:."

i:: ::, ,: :ì

,ì:,.-,:

i:r-'rr i,;:::
ii-1.Ì.:i'
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by speakers of Sanskritic languages, yet use non-Sanskritic

languages like Gondi (a Dravidian tongue), or Santali

(a Munda language ) . A second reason f or re jecting the :, 
':,.:..,:-.,

'lprofessiona1primitive''exp1anationisthepreSenceof

cul-ture tr.aits which are totally foreign lo the Hindu

tradition. T¡ibaI religioirs are animistic. The use of

"''t1',:,,. 

,-pork is a dominant trait among the tribal-s of 'India. Some ,:;,::::'

still maintain a youth dormitory. These f eatures place ,..,-,--,,, ,

l -ìj.:i:.iiì -:.

them in a cultural tradition having affinity with the

cuLtures of New Guinea rather than Hindu cufture (see

Rappaport 1 968 ).

Kosambi expresses the opposite view. He cal-J-s the

tribes which survive to this day examplps of ttliving pre-

historytt (in Scientific American 1g67, vol. 216:105).

He maintains that these are examples of neolithic culture

which has survived because the forests of India provide

such a rich amount of vegetable matter. The tribals living

in the forests were under no ecological pressure to develop

any other cultural pattern. Plow agriculture is even more

efficient and produces far more food per square mile than

does the best hoe horticuLture, and permits a correspond-

ingly denser population. Plow agriculture seems to have

developed first in the Indus vaJ-ley, then spread along the

Gangetic plaín, and only then penetrated the southern parts

of India. !r/herever the plow culture spread, forests r¡re¡e

:::l¡;r:r-
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destroyed, and with the destruction r:f the forests, the

tribal culture was also destroyed, The hills and heavy

forests of central India and the far north-easte¡n areas

have been the last to come under pJ-ow agriculture, and

the areas where those tribals Live who a¡e stil-I identifi-

abLe as tribals. Kosambi says that during the transitional

stage, the two forms continued to exist side by side, with

a gradual elimination of the forest and the forest techno-

logy and the eventual dominance of plow agricuJ.ture and

Hindu culture.

Increases in population hrere moxe rapid in the areas

unCer plor+ cu ì +-ivation. As these exessuirEs mounted . the

expansion of agriculturists into tribal areas also increas-

ed. As they fel-led the trees and established permanent

vil}ages, the tribals either had to fl-ee or become integ-

rated into Hindu society. Thus the transformation comes

about: f¡om isolated, independent, economically self-

sufficient tribal units new inter-dependent caste units

emerge

' T¡ibat Subsistence: 5lash and Burn
' ::,1:.: i :: . :':-::lr:i...., : ..:.:.,r.

¡"1:" 1': :_; ';

The predominant form of subsistence of the tribal of '::i '

India is slash and burn hoe horticulture. 0ther words
.I

ysed for this form of raisi¡g food ares rfswiddenrt, axe- 
i

cultivationrtr nshiftingtr, etc. Several commonly used
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Indian words are rrbeuJarrr,rrjhumrrr or rrpodutr. This form

of raising food consists of cutting the forest with its

high ceiling of leaves, and then burning the fallen trees

and brush. After that, the digging stíck is used to stir

up the soiL and wood ash, and the seeds are planted. The

fertil-izer in the ash is quickly used upr and so after a

year or two the plot of ground must be abandoned. New

brush and trees grovrr so that after a period of some

years, it may be cultivated again. Thus, at most 1/6 of

the avaiLable land is under cuLtivation ín any one year.

Do 5. N"g has presented a detailed analysis of the

intimate connection between shifting cultivation and tribaL

culture in .L5iþg! Economv (1958). He notes that this

fo¡m of subsistence has been practiced by tribal peoples

aLl over India3
ttshifting cultivation is practiced all
over the tribal tracts o'f Assam. .... Shifting
cuLtivation was carried on over wide areas of
the Central- Provinces until it was stopped by

: ê government order in 1 867 .... Shifting
cuLtivation provides food to millions of
primitive people in the tribal tracts of
Hydrabad. The Reddis have been traditíon-
"tty practicing I podu t since times immemorial
.... the Juangs of Orissa practiced axe-cultivation
till very recently the tribesmen do not
know digging out, daming or terracing the fields

. .... veiy few of them own plows. " (Nag, 1958:4't 5-417)

In 1 893 the government tried to force the Baiga of cent¡al

India to give up their bewar cultivation. Those who did

b',ere soon ¡educed to destitution. The administration

- -lilt:':,!:5
': :::.:.:
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then sent Gonds to settle among the Baiga and to teach

them plow agriculture. As many Baigå as could fled to

near-by Rewa state where they were stiIl free to practíce

their old form of cu.l-tivation and preserve their old way

of life.

Nag is convinced that this reluctance on the part of

the Baiga to adopt a superior technique does not result

from Baiga stupidity, but is a defense of his independent

way of life. As soon as the Baiga takes on plow agric-

ulture he comes under the normal pressures to produce more

than he himself can consume. He must gain extra goods to

exchange for the services of craftsmen who now become

necessary for his farming operations carpenters, iron

smiths, cattlemen, etc. In other wordsrhe cannot make

the shift in agricultural techniques without adapting to

the Híndu market economy and caste social structure.

There are at least two good leasons for t!" diffic-

ulty the tribal has in preserving his isolated, self-

sufficient v,,ay of l-ife. The first is simply the pressure

of numbers. The. population density of the tribaL areas is

considerably lower than that of the Hindu plow men. only

an exceptionally powerful and warlike tribe can hope to

preserve a territory for itself. The second is the factor

of shifting cultivation producing shifting settlements.

Shifting settlements are not easily defended against settlers'

itai'..: t :. ; - ...:.:ì'.'.

- .:. -:

::.:.: : :: :,::.:i

ir:1,
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Tribals lose Control- of Land

The destruction of tribal culture comes about

through the loss of control over lands and forests. I

will first present evidence that this is so from a wide

variety of sources, then look more closely at several

tribal groups who .are in the midst of this process.

Jyoti 5en, writing under the title ttProblems in

Tribal Transformationtt says of the tribals livíng in the

Chotanagpur area of south Bihar in the early 19th century:
ttAs time went offr suitable farming land became
scarce in the adjacent districts. The Hindu
farming castes of the latter districts migrated
into the tribal area and the pressure on land
weni on increasing. This i:rouçhi ihe tribeis

'into cfose contact with the technologically
more efficient Brahmanicaf society. The Iatter
were divided into a hierarchy of castes based
,on traditional service relations About 1822
Hindu, Muslim and Sikh traders flocked around
the court of the king of Chotanagpur. As payment
for costly goods h/ere lacking the king granted

, zamindari rights on land in payment of their
merchandise. - The comparative afffuence of
Brahmanical society, aitracted the tribes.
GraduaIJ-¡r the¡r adopted the arts and crafts of
the former but along with it they also accepted
the hierarchy based on occupation Ideas
governing "tåtu thus began to permeate tribal
éociety.'i (Man in India , 1966, vo1. 46, No.4: 319
344\

Professor Govind Ghurye is one of the foremost Indian

authorities on the tribals of India. He realizes that

tribal culture is disappearing, but feels that becoming

Hindus is the best thing that can happen to the tribaLs.

{;-:

ì :ji.:',:
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Ghurye reco gnízes quite clearly that tribal life is upset

at the point in time when the tribe loses its land. He

talks about the expropriation of Land in the Narmada valley

ín Madhya Pradesh:

ItThe roLe of the Hindus appears to have been
. that of expropriator .. .. For some generations

before the Maratha conquest of the Central
Provinces in the middle of the 1 Bth century
Hindu colonists had been steadiJ-y ousting
Gond villagers from the more fertiLe tracts
It is true that the people of the soil 'those Gonds who have preferred to stay and

. serve a Hindu master to a letreat to the hills
are poorly cl-ad and housed, living like outcastes
beyond the limits of the Hindu quarter."
( Ghurye , 1 959 224) .

Ghurye taLks about the Hindus as being hungry for Land

and af ccr-reti-n.3 the ='--i'!. Th=5: us=r! =ì i ss=ts cf st¡-t=-

gems to gain control of tribal lands with the result

being. ttturning the peasant proprieto¡s into tenants.rr

(Ghurye, 1959:45).

Iow caste men in south Indi"', Out to economíc pt"""ott=.

5he'sayss "Adi Dravidas (0rigina1 Dravidians, a modern

census classification) comprise the three lowest castes

of th: district, now cfassified as Ha¡ijans by the

centraL government.rt (Goughr lg60:17). The Konans of the

Tanjore district h/er.e former independent nomadic sheep and

cattle herders. In the delta where grazing grounds tend

.to be confined within village establishments, some ente¡ed

l:+::i','r:li
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serf-1ike relationships r"rith landlords of higher castB.

Gough conjectures that the pastoralists h,ere indePendent

before the village was fully ir¡igated and granted to the

Brahmans. She says they appear to have accepted setfdom

from choice as an assuxance of livel-ihood (Gough, 1960222)'

I fail to see what choice ís left but the choice to

become a serf or starve, since al-I available land came

under Brahman control.

In the Khondmal hiLls of 0rissa, the plains Hindus

moved up into Khond territory and settled in the broadest

vaLleys. In the course of time.at least one gxoup of

Khonds settled in the Hindu village taking up the trade

of basket making. They ì/ì,ere soon absorbed into the caste

structure as the Basket Maker caste (Baileyr 1957:36).

Au¡ora also speaks of the loss of land and the

resultant emergence of new low castes:

Throughout India Brahmans and Kshatriyas or
those who were modelled in their image, eg
Rajputs, tended to aquire control over land

"ná' 
poritical institutions. . . . The concentrat-

ion bt the tribal population in economically
backward areas is an important sociological
fact. There are historical as well as modern
ramifications of this fact. Historically the
Presence of tribal communities in the margin-
a1ly productive lands is proof of their retreat
economic and political, bäfore the advances of
piåin" society. " (Au¡ora 1968:298-300) '

one wouLd expect tribal peoples to rebeL against

.1oss of their land to foreigners. How often armed

¡ebellion may have occured, we have no way of knowing'

ì." ."



SeveraI ¡ebellions are on record of tribals fighting the

incoming tide of Hindus. Ghurye reports one rebellion in

Kalahandi area of Orissa. One of the feudatory chiefs

encouraged a fairly high caste of Hindu agrículturists,

call-ed Koltas, to settle in his chiefdom since they woul-d

produce more xevenue for the chief than the tribals couLd.

The Koltas soon brought the tríba1 Khonds into their

economic grip and began taking ove¡ the lands which the

Khonds had farmed until then. rrln 1BB2 they rose up in

arms and murdered a number of Koltas. The rising was put

down and the Khond,s were pacified.rr (Ghurye 1959:48). It

is clea¡ that pacification does not mean that they vrere

given thei¡ .Iands again.

An even more famous rebellion was the 1 855 uprising 
i

ibythe5anta1s.Thisbatt1ehasbeenreportedbyanumber

of authors including Ghurye (tgSg) and 0rans (tgøS:30-35).

The circumstances were very similar to the Khond ¡ebellion 
i'.,,i....,,,

of 1882. The Santals had been moving about in search of a ,', ,

,,t,,'.',t'

place from which they woul-d not be expelled by the encroach-

ing'Hindus. The Santals settled in the very fertile, but

heavily forested tract of Land in western Bengal in the 
j,,,,.,,.,,,,¡,
i..-.

early I 800s in what has come to be known as Santal Paragana. :

Hindus had not been witling to live in this tract of J.and

due to fear of carnivoròus animals and preference for open

land. The Santals began clearing forest patches and raising :

. ,,,, ,, ,,
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good cxops. This attracted the Hindus soon Hindu traders

and money lende¡s arrived, witlr the nsrmal results of

alienation of Santat lands. The Santal were reduced to

economic ruin. Many became bound to Hindu l-andlords as

agrestic serfs. In 1855 resentment rose to such a pitch

that they began ki1ling, burning, and pilJ-aging. They

killed not only the hated Hindus, but also a few English-

men who happened to be in the area. British troops were

called out to pacify the SantaIs.

Tribals who l-ose control ovex their lands may retreat

to unoccupied ter¡itories. If none axe available, they

are forced to integrate into the dominant social structure

which happens to be a caste structure; in fact, to become.

casteme n .

Tribals Retain Cont¡oL of Land

Not all tribal people have suffe¡ed defeat. at the

hands of the I'lindus. Some managed to retain control of

land. The Nayars and Coorgs of south India retained control

not by fighting the Hindus, but by cooperating with them.

Srinivas describes the adjustment of the Coorgs to the

encroaching Hindus. Since they had a tradition of being

good fighters, they entered t-he service of the Lingyat

Raja as palace guards. Being the kingrs soldiers, they
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were granted tracts of land from which they couLd collect

revenue. They began to adopt many of the customs and beliefs

of Kshatriyas s.ince they r^,eIe now filling a Kshatriya role

in Hindu society. In 1834 they began wearing the sacred

th¡ead of the ,ttwice bornrr. At this time they also began

claiming Kshatriya (Indo-Aryan) origin. They did retain

one trait which is dear to a tribal heart:' the consumption

of pork. Srinivas comments uPon the aquisition of

Kshatríya status:
rrthey exemplify a tendency which has always been
present in the caste system: a small group of people
break off from a larger whole of which they are a

part, Sanskritize their customs and ritualsr and
achieve a higher status than thei¡ parent.body
:- ¡L- ^ -s ^ t-.., ¡^^-J-- 1l /iccr.ecì
:tì I;ìC CÛU;Jíj Û; ü ; U;ï JÈU.iuuù. tjt ' 

¿É ' vr 
'

The Coorgs have emerged as a new caste having Kshatriya

status. It came about by the abandonment of independent

tribal organization and the acceptance of interdependence

with caste Hindus. Because they filled a Kshatriya social
:

slot, they brought their ritual, belief system ànd myths

aqu:ired caste-type.ínto line with their newÌY'

. Some Gonds have also attained high caste status.

A number of the rajas in central India were Gonds,

íncluding the one at Sarangarh in Raipur district. Efwin

visited him, and reports that he lives in a palace Itwhich

ís equipped with every modern comfort; his well stocked

library includes the works of Aldous Huxley, Bernard Shaw

l:i':+:"-'-,4-],
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and MaIinor4/ski.rt (Elwin, 1943:11). Thís former raja is

now an active politícian serving as an efected represent-

ative in the state legislature. Being a former raja and

a successful politician, he certainl-y has very high esteem

in the community even though he maintains a ÍGondrr identity.

He líves like any other high caste Hindu, but calLs him-

self a 6ond (personal observation).

Tribes in Transition

The Baiqa

Information on the Baiga comes from three main sources

Verrier Elwin (1 939) r Stephen Fuchs (t 960), and D' 5' Ntg

(tgSg). Fuchs is writing about the Gonds and Ehumia of

Mandla district, but it should be noted that the Bhumia

are a branch of the Baiga,tribe. one should perhaps use

the, plural ttt¡ibr=,tl since there are numeltous divisions

of both Gond and Baiga which are becoming more and more

socialÌy separated. Baigas axe found chiefly in four

districts of Madhya Pradesh: Mandla, BilasPUrr Drug and

IBal.aghat. In describing the area in which they live,

Nag gives the impression that the area is so infested by

Iarge carnivorous animals that the investigator is in

constant danger of being eaten by panthers or tigers! The

Baigas are virtually illiterate. Literacy amounted to

3,lÉ out of 350 surveyed (Nag; 1g5B:33). They are forest

:: '-'..'
',.'::.:.......'

i..
i.-.--
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dwe]lers practicing hunting-gathering and hoe horticulture.

They k,ere so shy (afraici of outsiders) that as late

as 1Bg1 many starved during a time of famine, even though

relief food was available in the dist¡ict. Gonds and

Hindus accepted the relief food, but rtit was no uncommon

thing for the whole male poPulation of a (Baiga) village

to flee into the jungles on the approach of a rel-ief

officer.rr (Nag, 1958:78)- The British administration

became convinced that these wild people must be civilized'

They were ordered to stop alL slash and burn horticulture

and to come down from their hillsides to take up residence

jn regular Hindu viJ.lages. The Eaigas refused. Then they

bre¡.e given bullocks and told to plow up their ou,tn plots

of ground. They soon ate the bul]ocks and ¡everted again

to their old form of slash and burn ho¡ticulture. Then

ra new policy began of settling Gonds in Baiga villages

to teach plow cultivation to the latter.!t (Nag'1958:82).

This resulted in a whole neh/ set of problems. Some fled

to Rewa statelr âtr area outside British control. 0thers
I

tried to eke out a 1ívíng by cuting rrbewar" by stealth

the more inaccessible places. The Gonds, being already

agriculturists, tended to take over alI cultivated land

1 Rewa state was a princely state; hence outside of
'British control in domestic affairso
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and to make serfs of the Baiga in typical Hindu fashion.

An area west of Bilaspur was then set aside for

sJ.ash and burn horiticulturists, and became known as

Baiga Chak. Here too, the Baigas wexe hampered because

of forestry officials t'ühose duty it was to protect the

forest from indíscriminate felling of trees. Here too,

the plow agriculturists followed the Baígasr and gained

controf of the best land. The Baigas simply could not

compete with the Hindus or Hinduized Gonds, since they

had neither the traditional skiLls, nor the capital to

purchase buLlocks on the open market. Many have taken

on menial jobs as road construction workers or as agrestic

serfs on the f arms of l-andowners.

Nag observes the effects of this change upon the

attidudes of the Eaiga:

trFor severaf decades Baigas were faced with
, economic chaos, - the officials forcing the 

.' forest tribes to take to the plough, while
the latter resisting this imposition throùgh

'migrations and secret forest fel1ings. The
neh, situation had disastrous effects upon the
tribe. The Baiga Lost self-confidence and
enterprising spírit in their traditional

' economic pursuits; nor could they carve a
place for themselves in the farm economy.

' The tribe has consequently developed a
fataListic outLook and defeatist tendencies
in its social l-if e. rr (Nag 1 958 :340 )

hfith the loss of their traditional means of

livelihood, the Baiga have lost interest in their bewar

rituals and ceremonies. The religious practitioners (Gunia)

i . i-ì.ìi:
i:: : , rrÌ.
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h,hose advice in sel-ection of bewar sites and the perform-

ance of the ritual essentiaL for protecting the tribe from

misfortune, have lost their position o.f social Leadership.

MutuaL assistance in clearing forest plots for bewar has

ceased. The soLidarity of the community has suffered

greatly. Ntg even suggests that they trave suffered

physical deterioration because restrictions on hunting

in the forests has reduced the amount of protein they

get ín their diet.

An additional hardship for the Baiga tribal-s is the
i

levyoftaxeson]-and.Thisfoicesthemtoproducefor

the market in order to get the cash needed for the payment 
i

of taxes. If he cannot produce the cash, the tribaJ- must l

,bo¡row money from the money lender at extremely high rates
i

of interest, and so the control of land is again shifted 
i

into the hands of the Hindus. 
i

There are also numexous social indications of the ¡.',..,....,.,
'.

deterioration of Baiga culture. Gonds live in many of '"r.' . 
'-

.r, 
r. t. -' '

thesamevi11agesastheBaigas.Gondsa1e'recognizedas

being socially superior. Gonds stopped interdining with

the Bhumia branch of the Baiga tribe in 1940. The Bhumias 
.::::: i..:.:
lt-:,r,.:i:..i1",

noù{ resent being calJ.ed' Baigâ. Bhumia permit intermarriage i'r.'ì:iì.i'ri:

with the Binjhwar Baiga, because these have successfully

established their cJ-aim to higher status (Fuchs 1g60:193)
'

'The Bhumia may accept food and water fltot a Brahman, a
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Gond and a Gowal Ahir (Cowherd). He may aLso accept a

clay pipe f¡om a Gond, but rrnowadays a Gond must refuse

to take it f¡om a Bhumia" (Fuchs 196O2191). The socia]

distances being established between various Baiga sub-

groups and between the Baiga and Gond peoples is another

indication that these tribal groups are in the process of

emerging as castes within the socia-l structure of India.

The Gonds

Russel and Hiralal (1916), as well as Stephen Fuchs

(1960), assume that the Gond tribe(s) migrated into central

India some time between the 9th century and the 13th century

Å.0. 5ou'e Gurrcis stili speak Goncii, a Draviciian ianguage. in

central India they came into contact with Baigas, forest

dwellers like themse.Ives, and with Hindu Ra j put rulers

Nag, believes that the Hindus arrived on the plains of

Chhatisgarh around the 9th century, establishing a Rajput

dynasty at Ratanpur near Bilaspur. At this time the Baigas

h,ere drivén back into the hills around Chhatisgarh (Nag

1958:39). It appears that the Rajputs h,ere not strong

enough to prevent the Gonds from'b"roring the dominant

political force in the whoJ-e of central India, which

became known as Gondwana

Some Gonds took on plow cultivation. 0thers remained

'forest dwellers. 5ti11 othe¡s became rajas, collecting

:¡::..:..
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revenue from forest and plains dwellers alike. The first

great Gond king of the Raj Gond dynasty in Garh Mandl,a

(Fort Mandl-a), even issued gold coins in the early l6th

century bearing TeIegu insc¡íptions (Fuchs 1g60z12). Gond

men did not hesitate to take Baiga wives. This freedom

to intermarry has persisted until very xecentJ-y. It should

be noted that these marriages b,ere hypergamous: Gonds took

wives from the Baigas, but refused to give their daughters

to Baiga merì. Gonds have not been at liberty to i-ntermarry

with caste Hindus, however, since Hindu taboo forbids it.

Chiefs among the Gonds were exceptions, being permitted to

marry Rajput (Kshatríya status) girJ-s.

Gond chieftains began to imitate the high cast,e

Hindus. They imported Brahman priests from Benares to

become their mentors and poets. ttThe result hras that the

religious, sociaf, and material culture.:of the Gond noh,

forms.a curious blend of many different and sometimes

widely divergent culture t¡aits.'r (Fuchs 1960:14).

Gonds are considered to b e better farmers than

Bhumia, but: both are inferior to agricultural non-tribal
castes, according to Fuchs. Both remember with nostalgia

al" time when they practiced bewar in the forests. CattJ-e

have only come to be kept by the Gonds and Bhumia since

they took up plow cuLtivation. The cow is a Hindu animal,
:

'revered as Gaumata (J-iteralty Cowmother, but perhaps more
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accurately translated as Mother-Goddess-hlho-Has-The-Form-

Of-A-Cow). The Gonds, too, noh, revere her as a goddess.

They follow the normal- Hindu practice of tabooing the
': -.).:..,..: ..: ::.

harnessing of a cow to a plow. Only bullocks (castrated ::'; r

malês) may be used for traction.

Another animal which appears to be an integral part

of Gond and Baiga culture is the pig. No self-respecting

Hindu will eat pork;. yet tribals do, as wel-I as outcastes

living in al-1 Hindu vi]1ages. In settl-ed villages, the pigs

roan freely, living on offal and garbage. In the forests

the pigs ¡oot among the plants and bushes. Hindu reformers

have put severe pressure on the tribals to give up pork

eating, but with little success. Both Nag and Fuchs (tg6O:

427 ff ) descrj-be the special pig festival calLed rrLaru

KaStt 'o' lrledding of the Pig. At this festivat a pig is

rítually sl-aughtered amid d¡inking and dancing and the

,oråhip of Narayan Deo.

.Because of strong Hindu infJ.uence, the Gonds of M. P.

formed a union in 1g4A to promote ritual purity. They

laid' down a number of laws to achieve this end:

1. Social contacts with castes lower than themselves
must be prohibited, including the Baiga and Panka 

.',.,,,:,,,,'-,

2. Liquor and pork are prohibited.

3. Beef eating is a major crime.

' 4, Dress must resemble high caste dress.

5. Tribal songs and dances are discouraged. (Fuchs 196Q¿

t_.' r l
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188). In villages where non-tribal ,influence was strong,

the neh, regulations were strictly unfot.ud. In more

remote jungle viIlages, conservatism proved too st::ong and

the movement fail-ed to convert the Gonds into Hindus

_ The sub section of the Gond tribe living in Mandla

district now avoids other tribals for fear of ritual

po1J.ution. To this extent it has become a Hindu caste"

The highest of the Gond castes are the Deo Gonds. They

are fully Hinduized and abstain from eating any meat or

drinking any liquor. The second highest section are the

Suryabansi Raj Gonds (5un-born ruling 6onds). This name

is.obviously borrowed from the Rajput Suryavansi clan.

lhe Suryabansi Haj bonds cl-aim the rank of Kshatriya.

They are ashamed of theír 6ond tribes-mates who still

eat beef and pork. Some Gonds have adopted the sac¡ed

thread of the 'rtwice bornil, call on Brahman priests to

perform rituals and to teach them Hindu customs. Along

the Narbada River in western Madhya Pradesh, a favorite

pilgrimage area for Hindus, aJ.most every Gond village has

resident Brahman priests. The Raj Gonds do not permit

members of low castes to draw water from their wells, and

beef-eating 6onds ate included in the prohibition.

In Raj Gond villages a beef eating Gond ís treated as an

0utcaste, Vet in more remote Gond vittages beef is stílI

used for' food. Beef eating has been stopped in Rewa state

[itÍr$'È+;åþt
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. where Hindu influence has been strong, even though it
persisted for some years in neighboring MandIa district.

Bastar state area (extreme south-eastern section
of Madhya Pradesh) live two more sections of the Gond

tribe. These are known as pluria and María Gonds. The

older name for these groups is Koi ox Koiter (Grigson

1949t371). This area has remained mueh more isolated
from Hindu culture than the Gond areas farther north.
In this region the tribals form a majority of the total
population. Here Hinduization has not progressed nearly
as far as it has in the rest of lvl. P. Yet even here land-

the most det¡ibaI ízed. They have adopted plow agriculture
and håve even become fairry skirrfur. cultivators. In

matters of food, however, they stirr eat anything except

the flesh of the cohr. Pigs are numerous in thes.e villages.
Thu.s the retention of pork eating is an example of an o]d

trait persisting even though the neh, trait of reverence

for the coì¡/ has been accepted from Hindu culture
'The Marias, on the other hand, have resisted Hindu

influence more successfully. They have maintained a much

higher dependence upon hunting and gathering in the forest.
They eat the flesh of any animal caught, incruding cows or

celves stoLen f¡om Murias or Hindus! (Grigson 1gAgz44).

l<.:-:r:t"Yi
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The Murias of Bas-r,ar have begun to look upon their

eating Maria cousins as inferio¡:, and nou/ refuse to

marry with them.

49

beef-

í nte r-

Another indication of the loss of their old tribal-

culture is the dying out of the youth dormitory, calLed
ItGhotul-tr. Verrier El-win looks upon the Ghotul- as being

one of the key traits of tribaL culture and laments its

decLine. He auuotuA an entire book to this trait, called

The Hil-l- Muria and Their Ghotul (1g47). Adolescent boys

and girls sleep in this dormitory, enjoying a great degree

of freedom in their sexual contacts. Such an institution

and such behavior is totally foreign to orthodox Hinduism.

In the Chhatisgarh region just north of Bastar, one

finds Gond rajas of princely states like 5akti, Raigarh,

and éarangarh. Other Gonds are still living as forest

dwellers. Still- others are agrestic serfs on the estates
'I

of Hindu Landowners. This wide variation becomes inte1l-
igible when seen as the result of some centuries of culture

change. The o1d. Gond culture has largely crumbled before

the 'dorninant Hindu cul.ture. As recently as the late 1800s

Chhatisgarh Gonds stil-l sacrificed and ate bullocks. By

the middle of, the 20th century they have become indisting-
uishable in dress, speech, etc., from, other caste Hindus,

acco¡ding to Ghurye (lgSgz219). Gond groups sti1l differ
from no¡mal Hindu castesr' howev"tr'in that groups calJ-ing

l::,1.:
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themselves ttGondrr vary all

serfs, from high status to

cut caste-type since there

to the name.
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the way.from rajas to agrestic

low. rrGondtt is not yet a clear-

is no particular status attached

That they are ,emerging as Hindu castes b,as already

obvious to J. Forsythe in 1BB9: I'The Gonds have gone further

in the adoption of these Hindu sentiments than other tribes

. . . o Some have already succeeded in attaining the status of

Rajputs.rr (Forsythe 1 B 89:146).

The Kamar

In 5. C. Dubers The Kamar (1951 ), b/e have an ethno-

grapnrc accouni of yet another previous.Ly unknown prl-mt t, 1ve
'tribe living in central India. They live in the southern

section o¡ f¿i pur District on the borde¡ between Basta¡

and Chhatisgarh areas. They depend even more upon the

forest and forest products than their Muria Gond neighbors

fa.rther south. Fuerer-Heimendorf con jectures (in the f or-
yr,ard to The Kamar) tnat the oldest stratum of culture in

India survives in purely hunting-gathering bands like the

Chenchus of Hydrabad and the Birl-ro¡s of Bihar. The next

stage of social and tecnological development takes place

when slash and burn horticulture is introduced to suppÌem-

ent hunting-gathering. The keeping of pigs and fowl also

greatly stabal-izes the food supply. This second stage is

represented in IndÍa by the Reddis, the Kamar and the Baiga.
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The people of this second stage use wooden digging sticks

to till the ground. The next higher stage is represented

by tribes like the Gonds, Santa1s, Mundas, Nagas etc. , who ;t

tip their digging sticks with metaL. This third group

reLies J-ess upon the forest than do groups one and two.

The Kamar represent stage two. Dube thinks that they

have lived in simple territorial bands until fairJ-y recent

times and have taken on something of totemic clan structure

including Gond totemic names, ás a result of contacts with

the Gonds of Basta¡. They are learning the Chhatisgarhi

dialect as a result of greater contact with Hindus of the

plains (Dube 1 951 :1 75).

Since the government has put a stop to the cutting
of bewar, the self-sufficient settl-ements in the dense

forests have become .very precarious. Now the Kama¡ have

begun settling on the fringes of Hindu villages on the

edges of the fo¡est,tracts. Here they enter into service

reLationships with Hindu Land owners. Some Kamar stil-t
practice slesh and burn cultivation in the seclusion of

the Mainpur hills bordering on the former Khariar Zamin-

dari on the border of 0rissa (Dube 195í:17). A few

Kamar have already learned to cultivate rice and keep

cattle, but the majority stilt move about in the forest
and out onto the cultivated fields on the forest edge.

They work occasionally for road gangs or for forest

l- ,r.: l
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contxacto.f,s¡ Private contractors who get permission to

cut timber or to gather Tendu leaves for the manufacture

of cigarettes hire Kamar workers. The contractors bribe

the police officials, and thus gain the right to control

completely the wages they pay and the actíons of the

wqrkers. The Kamar are helpless in the face of this

kind of exploitation.

Government sfficials also pose a threat to the Kamar.

In the first place they forbid the cutting of the fo¡est

for bewar. Viol-ators are prosecuted. In the second place

they demand free services, articles of food and baskets,

as welL as pelts of animals taken in the hunt. Frequently

fees are also demanded of the hunte¡s, even though this

is n".a a legally demanded fee. The Kamar are excellent

hunters, but this sort of interference has greatly dis-

couraged the practice of hunting. Their annual ritual

hunt is disappearing. The irritation caused by'corrupt

and incornpetent officials is compounded by the unfortunate

practice of the Indian government of punishing offending

offibiats by sending them to administer remote tribal

areas. In these remote areas they can practice their

nefarious schemes in seclusion (Dube 1951:180-186).

Another serious threat to the Kamar way of life

is the establishment of schools and the new law requiring

attendance at school for all children of school age. As

í-ì:Gv--f?
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soon as Kamar children begin to go to school, they begin

to l-ose their Kamar identity due to the influence of

Hindu teachers and Hindu fer-row students who despíse the 
:, ,,r:,'

tribal way of life. At the time Dube did his study, '.''

there were stilt no schools in Kamar country. Since

then thousands of schools have been established all over

central India, (personal observation).

One other indication of Hindu influence upon the

Kamar is the extremeJ-y serious view they take of cow

sJ-aughter. They are hunters who normally eat anything

they kill fo¡ this offense they demand that the cuJ.prit

make a pilgrimage to Narsinghnath, a famous Hindu holy

place for offenders against the sacred-cow taboo (Dube

1951:175)

The prospects fo¡ the retention of Kamar culture

are dim indeed; one should perhaps say they are nil.

Government authorities cannot pe-rmit widespread . cutting

of the forest for slash and burn horticulture. The demands
:.

for timber by society at large are too severe to permit

the luxury of setting aside major forests for the use of

the tribals. ldith their oLd subsistence base gone, they

have no choice but to become integrated into Hindu society,

at the level of menial- workers. They have one skill'

nameLy basket making, and some will doubtless become a

Basket Maker caste as they are integrated into Hindu society.

i:-1.;:,;:lr
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FIGURE VI

OUTLINE MAP OF INDIA, SHOTÍJING

LOCATiON OF SANTAL TRIBE

Bihar

Madhya Pradesh

Orissa
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iThe Santal

The Santal form one of the largest of the tribal

groupings in central India, numberíng over 3r000'00CI :r ':-'::::l
: -:j.::::,::::.:

people. They live in the Chotanagpur area of southern

Bihar, western Bengal and northern 0rissa. The Santal-

have been the subject of a number of studies, notably by ,..i,,-_,
' i'1,, "''

S. C. Roy (l gl Z) , Paul Boddin g (194Ð , vú. Culshaw (1949) , ' '"'"'

i-::, ;:.:' .'N. Datta-Majumder (tgSS), and most recently by Martin i...r.:.,::,t

Orans (1965). K. Datta (tg¿o) has written an account of

the Santa1 rebellion of 1 855 . :

The Santa1 are closely related to other Mundari

tri.hes i. thi.s same geographi-cal region. Snme of the

Mundari tribes have been so completely absorbed into the

surrounding Hindu culture r 3s to be indistinguishable

from caste Hindus except for name. The Bhumij are an

example of a tribe having passed into Hinduism. A Bhumij

land 'owne!:wêrs Ìisted in a census' as belonging'to a- "wild

tribett, the normal designation for non-Hindus ; he took

serious objection to this classification (0rans 1965¿29).

A Munda chieftain in Ranchi managed to establ-ish himsel-f

as the locaL raja; then he invited Brahman priests to his

court to Sanskritize his rituals and to manufacture a

Kshatriya geneology fo¡ him (Orans 1965:30). He sought

a high caste Hindu identity. '

It is clear that Hindu-tribal contacts have been
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intense and of long standing. Many have been heavily

influenced by Hindu culture, and some have
been partially and others wholty absorbed
in the Hindu social order and no doubt many
Hindu castes have been so rec¡uited in
instances whe¡e the historical record is
unknown.rf (0rans 1965:30)

The Santa1 speak a language known as Santati, which

is a Munda group language along with Bhumij, Ho, Korwa,

Korku, Juang, Sevara, and Gad'ba. P. !ì/. Schmidt (quoted

by Datta-Majumder 1956:33), incl_udes this family of
ranguages among the Austric, and hence among the ordest

tongues in ïndia. Datta-Majumder (t gs6¿73) believes that
it is impossible to determine the place of origin of the

5an¡ai' Thei¡ legends mention numerous place names, but

one cannot be sure to which area these belong. v,lithout

a doubt, however, they have been forced to migrate due

to population pressures more than once. It seems rEêsorì-

able to suppose that they lived in the forests of the

Gangetic prain until expansion of Hindu culture and Hinau

people drove them farther east and somewhat south into the

forests of Chotanagpur.

The SantaL have a name for arl foreigners, incruding
Hindus¡ t'Ðikurr or'Deko', which appears to derive from
rrdik dik karnatt orrrto t¡oubre,!t The conception of foreign
peopre as those who trouble the Santal is eloquent evidence

regarding the relationships which have obtained between the
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the Santal and the Hindus for rnany centuries.

At the end of the 1 Bth century the Santal were

living on the Chotanagpur plateau near Ranchi. Then

population pressuxe forced many of them to migrate down

into the dense forests of 5Íngbhum in Bengal. They began

clearing the land and settling down to regular plow

cuLtivation. Datta-Majumder (t9S6zZS ff) describes the

events that led up to the rebellion of 1 855 from the

beginning of Santal- occupation of the fo¡est lands around

Singbhum. As the Santal iLeared the land and began fe1J-ing

trees, it became obvious that the land ìdas very productive.

Hindu trade¡s and mcne,v lenders sa.d the rieh ha¡:vests nf

the Santal fields, and moved in to set up shop among them.

5ince, the Santal- had traditionally paid great attention to

dancing and feasting, they frequently ran out of supplies

before the next ha¡vest arrived. They would then take
I

Ioans and advances from the Hindu ItMahajansrt (literally

6reat Ones), at interest rates up to lAO/.. The normaL

contract stipuJ.ated that the Santal borrower would work
I

for the money Lender for a daily ration of food until. the

debt b,as repaid. Since the Santal had to serve the Hindu,

he could not work on his oh/n land and was thus prevented

from aquiring the money to tepay his debt. One case was

.reported of a foan of $10.00 which had caused three gen-

erations of men to work their whole'lives without getting
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out of debt. The Santals lost their freedom, their right

to hunt and curtivate their own land, and their opportunity

to observe Santal festivals and ritual.. By 1855 they were

so desparate that they began killíng and pillaging the

hated frDikutr. Needless to say, the British army soon

arrived to pacify the SantaLs.

Santal mythoiogy is replete with stories of former

days of independence and glory. They picture themselves

as having been constituted as a powerful kingdom, with

the various clans constituted on the Hindu caste model-.

It is clear that they seek a Hindu form of greatness. A

favorite expression of theirs points to this same

conclusion: .they say tf the Diku are great and knowing

peopJ.e,,r' (0rans 19652126). The implication is clear.

the SantaL can only become great and knowLedgeable if

they emulate the Hindus. The path to greater control-

ovet their own actions and over resources does n'ot lie

through rebellion against the Hindus, but must be sought

by adapting to the dominant cul-ture.

Hinduization has greatly increased since 1855. Some

SantaLs have taken on the sac¡ed thread and conside¡

themseJ.ves super5.or to those who do not hrear the thread.

Many practices which they formerl¡r followed, but which are

despised by thelHindus, have been stopped. Some have

begun calÌing themseLves rrSat Santaltt (True Santal), and
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refuse to accept food even from Brahmans! Thus the Santal-

are caught in a struggle for their ohrn identity. .Some

seek to become Hindus, while others resist Hinduization.

The same individual- may do both on different occasions;

in either case, the frame of reference is Hindu.

Many Hindu traits have been taken on by the Santal

according to Datta-Majumder ( I gsg :1 09-1 zz) . cow sacrifice

and beef e.ating which played a very important part in

their ritual have been abandoned. Low caste women are norn,

cal-.Ied to attencl at child-birth. Even such an integral

item as their pÌeasure complex is no longer pure Santal;

the drums they use are noh, purchased from Hindus. hJith

the coming of widespread public educationr. the process of

Hinduization will be speeded up. The Santal were formerry

barred from Hindu schooJ-s, and Christian mission schools

were available at only a few places, so that most SantaLs

remained iLliterate. Now they are required to attend

school. In.pubIic schools minority values, ways of speech,

dress, etc., are ridiculed, so that minoriiy children come

to be ashaÍned of their culture. Modernization in the form

of the huge Tata Steel mil-I at Rourkela in the midst of

Santa1 country wiIl aJ-so speed up the destruction of

Santal culture.

0rans thinks (tgSSzgl) that Hinduization would have

gone much farther and faster had not a counte¡ trend set
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in during the 1930s. The govexnment of India began to

prepare the country for poPular electionst so began

þ.rooíng the tribal groups for their votes. This produced

a renewed sense of tribal solidarity and xesutted in a

political movement. This movement gave birth to the

Jharkand Party which hras dedicated to achieving a separate

state in which tribals would have a majority. Even though

this goal has not been achieved, vet the movement has

greatty enhanced the self-i.mage of the Santal. They are

no longer completely at the mercy of the caste-Hindus;

they have a voice in New Delhi.

C.,f fn- P-nÞ f---¡acei nrrvu r . Uå rrù¡1.\

Anthropologists have begun to debate about culture

and poverty (or cu.Iture of poverty, according to 0scar

Lewis). They are asking: ttWhat happens to people who are

deprived of thei¡ normal means of earning a livelihood?

vr/hat happens to people who are systematically denied the

same rights and privileges accorded others in society?

Verrie¡ Elwin, the anthropologist who spent his life

studying and defending the tribal-s of lndia, says they

suf fer from rrloss of nervett (Elwin ' 1gA3:12) ' He applied

this phrase to the Baiga who have suffered domination by

both Gonds and Hindus.

i:i'

¡ sr hñá
¡ ! ¿9eg

i:i.r1l-:1-r:

i t,l"

:

orans talks about the 5antal suffering from lrrank
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concession syndrome" (19652123-146). He applies this

term to any encysted society which is surrounded by a

dominant cul-ture against which it cannot fight and with

which it cannot compete. Rank concession means accept-

ance of inferio¡ity. Accepting oners inferiority results

in judging oneself by the dominant societyts standards.

Because the dominairt society has the standards by which

to judge achievement and worth, conscious efforts at

emulating the dominant society result. Counter forces

which seek to maintain solidarity may outweigh factors

making for emulation unq slow down the attempts to bring

lifers rituals into ]ine with the dominant cuLture.

The common 5antal reference to Hindus as rrgreat

and knowing peoplerris pouúe¡ful evidence that the Santal

have conceded rank to the Hindus. Since the great and

knowing people abhor cow sJ-aughter, theref o¡e coì¡/ slaught-

er has been stopped in the villages whe¡e Hindus reside,

but it is still practiced in the remote jungle viJ.lages

where only Santal- eyes behold the ritual. Since the

great' and knowing people call in mid-wives to attend
ìIthe birth of children, the Santal also call in Outcaste

midwives. Since the great and knowing people celebrate

a particular festival, the 5antal must also celebrate the

.festival, even though they do not understand its signifi-

cance. Since the great and knowing people f¡own upon

1.....,,
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dancing and drinking J.iquor, therefore these traditional

forms of pleasure are being suppressed.

Srinivas (tgAStl-45) ¡¡as popularized a concept which

he calls trsanskritizationtr. This is the process of bring-

ing belief and ritual practice into Line with Brahmanical

tradition. Srinivas believes that this form of emulation

of the high castes by the low, can l-ead to greater'status.

0rans is arguing cogently that emulation alone is a

rrdestructive ¡ank patht', that it does harm rather than

good unless it is accompanied by an increase in control

over resources.

Another factor to be remembered in such a shift of

culture, of bringing onets culture into line with a

dominant culture, is the solidarity needs of the minority

group. Emulation of othe¡s and solidarity needs are in

conflict. If any movement, like the Jharkand Party among

the SantaJs, can serve both emulation and sol"idarity needs,

that movement wi]1 spr'ead rapidly and gain strong support.

In the case of lth" tribes which have completed the trans-

forrnation into castes, they must satisfy their solidarity

needs through intense caste (kinship) loyalty.

As tribes ate transformed into castes, they do not

automaticalJ-y give up all of their culture traits. Karve

(tgSg) believes that they retain a great many. A good

example of the retention of older traj-ts is the Hindu
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pantheon containing many thousands of, déities, These

have been brought arong by tribes as they became absorbed

into Hinduism" In the Vedas, the worshippers of the god

Shiva whose symbol is a phallus (male penis and scrotum),

ùvere despised as being barbarian and uncouth. Today Shiva

is one of the most widely revered Hindu gods: his phallic

symbol is found on the banks of every village pond. Spirit

worship is a regular feature of animistic religion; yet

there are still countless trbhuts'r (spirits) Living in the

rocks and trees around Hindu vill-ages causing terror to

those who must go neax the abode of the spirit for some

reason or other, particularly at night

Another evidence of rank concession among the

tribal-s of India is the census report which appears every

ten years. In 1931 4O% of those claiming to be Santal- by

jat, listed themselves as Hindus by religion. 711" of the

Bhil community claimed to be Hindu (Ghurye lg5gzAZ). This

same census lists 75r000 KoL tribals in U. P. as 1ow caste

Hindus. In M. P.r it hal been noticed that the tribals

living near the Hindu settlements report their religion

as being Hindu, while those of the same tribe livinq

farther back in the forest, stirl ¡efuse to be identified

as Hindu. Thg fo¡est tribes of Sarangarh were al-l listed

as animists in the 1g21 census, vet without exception they

declared themselves Hindus in 1931 (Nag 1958:l9).
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Tribes can no Ìonger exist as tribes in India. h/ith

population pressures continuing to mount, all available

Land is being brought under the p1ow. Forests are rapidly

disappearing. The process that began in the Indus valley

and spread down the Gangetic ptain some 3r000 years ago

is rapidly coming to a conclusion. AlI of the tribes,

including the most primitive ones, now live in close

ccntact and under the"restraints of a central government.

They can no J-onger practice their self-sufficient economyt

so they are being forced to adapt in some way or other to

the dominant Hindu society

To use evolutionary terminology, the change from

tribe to caste (or caste-type) is an adaptation to the

cultural- ecology which no longer Leaves the tribal struct-

ures intact. Social survival for the tribes in India

depends upon assuming a neh, caste identity, while main-

taining the solidarity of a kínship grouping. Ïn this

manner they are integrated into the culture system that

surrounds them.

:4.: ,.-
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HAPTER TV

LO!ìl CASTES BECOfvliNG HIGHER CASTES

There ís no sharp line of demarcation between tribal

gtoups emerging as low castes, and low castes themselves,

except the memory factor. Tribals have a living memory of

an independent existence apart from caste society. Those

groups within the caste structure commonly cal1ed Untouchable,

Outcastes, Harijans or Scheduled Castesl have no memory of

having Lived in any other way than as servants of the high

castes. In matters of religious belief, food habits,

marriage and family practices, they are an extremely

heterogeneous groupíng. They share one thing in common

with each otherr'tn"U stand Ín economic and ritual relat-

ionships with the high castes as servants to masters.

, Self Improvement Through Sanskritization

.The disabilities suffered by Harijans have been

severe in traditonal India. fn some rural areas things

,1-ror puxposes of this essay, these terms a¡e deemed
to be equivalent. "0utcastefr has been largely dropped due
to the Anti-Untouchability law; hence rrHarija.ttt has become
the preferred term. t'Harijantt may best be viewed as a
caste-type, even though they are not al] known by a common
name. In fact, ño caste has the name rrHarijantt. This
grouping includes many caste-types l-ike !.'Jasherman, Sweep€rr
Chama¡, etc. To be strictÌy logical, one would have to
call- the Harijan grouping a trsuper caste-typEt'. It is
a cover term which lumps together those caste-types and
castes sharing a simila¡ social sLot vis-a-vis high castes.
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have changed very tittle to the present day. In other

areas old ideas and taboos are being successfully broken.

A traditional taboo against Harijan ownership of land has

been set aside within the past century. Now it is merely

economic disability which prevents -Harijans from buying

more land. The taboo against Haríjans aquiring an educa-

tion has afso been broken. In fact, since independence

in 1947, the government of India has offered speciaJ- con-

cessions to children of Harijan parents to induce them to

go to school. The taboo against Harijans.entering a high

caste temple has been outlawed, even though the law is

hardly enforcable. The practice of landowners forcing

Harijans to work for them for periods of time without

pay (call-ed ttbegartt), has been stopped, The practice of

lendíng money.at exho¡bitant rates of interest is still

a common occurrence, and since most Harijans are illiter-

ate', falsification of accounts to the advantage. of t.he
l

lender is also common.

Social- distance is still maintained in countless

subt'Le and not so subtle ways. The veIV fact that Hari-

jans'are considered not onJ.y polluted, but as polluting,

is powerful evidence of social distance maintained by the

high castes. If a Harijan touches the cooking pot of a

high caste person, the pot must be destroyedr o! at least

ritually cleansed if made of brass and thus too valuable
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to discard. A Harijan rnust sit on tlre ground while in

the presence of a high caste man sitting on a chair.

On the path, Harijans must make way fo¡ high caste men.

Stephen Fuchs tells of two incidents which clearly

itlustrate the fear of pollution by the touch of someone

lower in the caste hierarchy. In the first incident some

Balahis (Haríjans) met a dying ì¡/oman lying helpless on the

road-side. Lúhen asked if they had helped her, they replied:
rrHow couLd we offer her even a cup of water? 'She was not

of our caste, and would have refused any help from us.rt

(Fuchs 1951:59). In the second incident, an 0utcaste

aboriginal Korku, who had been doing the work of a Sweeper,

died. Since he h,as the only member of his caste in the

villager tro one would touch the corpse except his wife. ,.
The Balahis consídered themselves to be puret than the

Ko¡ku, and they too refused help beyond driving a cart up

to ttre door of the hut. The widow had to use a. beam to

raise the coxpse onto the cart, then had to drive the cart

out to the burial ground, drag her husbandrs body off the

cart¡ and to the edge of the hole, roll it into the gr-ave

and cover it with mud and rocks. "Tears were streaming

down her face and heavy sobs heaved her chest during this

sad performance, while the Balahis looked without lifting

a hand. They wouJ,d have been outcasted, had they even

touched the body.'r (Fuchs 1951 :59) .
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Further evidence for the fact of social disability

is so widely avail.abLe that I deem it sufficient to draw

attention to this fact rather than proceed with document-
Iatl_ on .

Economic disability cannot be separated from social

disability. Cohn (in McKim Marriott 1955:70-75) tell-s of

the methods used by the high castes to break the spirit

of rebellion which the local- Chama¡s exhibíted. In 1938

a quarrel- had developed between the Thakurs and Noniyas.

The Chamar group, for reasons of seLf-interest, sided with

the Noniyas against their employers, the. land-owning

Thakurs. The Thakurs hrere the most powerful group in the

village. They ìa,exe upset by this show of. defiance by

their Chamars. To punish them for insubordination, a

gang of Thakurs went to the fields of the Chamars, drove

off their cattle and beat the Chamar men. Then they went

to the Chamar hamlet on the outskirts of the village,

ripped down the thatch from the roofs of a number of houses.

The Chamars lodged a complaint in the dístrict courts; but

did not have the economic strength to hire proper layuyers

nor to bribe the court officials. The Thakurs díd both.

They managed to have the case postponed until further

lFor a discussion of Harijan-high caste relationships
.see: Fuchs ( 1 951 ), Isaacs (lgea ) , Mohinder Singh (1947) ,
Cohn, in McKim Marriott (1960), and M. Srinivas and A.
BeteiLle in Scientific American (Dec. 1965, VoI.213l,
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investigation could be conducted. This investigation Has

deliberately de-layed and had not been completed six months

later. In the meantime, the Chamars b/exe forbidden tlu use

of the plots of land rnà"t dispute, and so they lost an

entire crop. By this time they wexe in such dire stráights

since they had neither crops nor work, that they sued for

peace by dropping,the complaint against the Thakurs. 0nIy

then could they return to their oId servant rel-ationships.

Even Cox, who argues that the cement holding caste

society together is consensus, admits that 'rb¡.eaches of

caste etiquette are l-iab1e to be followed by terrible

punishment.rt (t gsg 224). Srinivas .and BeteilIe also make

the point that- Harijans are economically depressed:

tiln timäs gone by the Harijans h,ere literally
serfs of the dominant castes and rulers of the

'villages to this d.y very few Harijans cwn
any 1ãnd, and those who do fa¡m their oì¡/n l-anci
haÚe holdings so small that their condition is
hardly bettãr than that of agticultural laborers."' (t965:13).

Having indicated some of, the economic and social

disabil-i.ties Harijans have to endurer wE return to the

ques';tion of consensus versus conflict. Leach, cox, et a1.

beLieve that even those castes at the bottom of, the rank-

ing scale are content to stay the¡e, if nr:t actually

jealous of their rights and perrogatives. I am arguing

that Berreman and 0rans have a far stronger case when

they point to the tension and conflict between castes.

I:i::r-':.r,i:l
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Harijans do not enjoy their outcaste status. They want to

rise in the ranking system, but the means of doing so are

very limited. If Harijans traditionally faced discriminat-

ion and disability with a docile attitude, then one can

only assume that this mind-set has been produced by

centuries of supression. 0rans says that as tribals

lose eontrol of their land they undergo psychological

trauma which he call-s Itrank concession syndrometr. I am

suggesting that this same condítion, when perpetuated for

some centuries, produces the apathetic, fatalistic attitude

which the Harijans display. They have learned that any

show of. defiance against the high castes brings swift and

' ter¡ib.Le retribution (the myth of Hindu tolerance notwith-

standing). They have learned the futility of open conflict,

hence 'dociJ-ity must be seen as an adaptive response to

their particular siluation.

Ritual Reformation

Evidence for a deep-seated dissatj-sfaction with

their position in society lies in their efforts at self-

ímprovement, in claims to higher status and efforts to

bolster those claims, and in renunciation of old caste

identity by adopting new names.

The most common method employed by the Harijans to

.try to raise themselves in the esteem of their high caste

neighbors is emulation of high caste names and rituals.

i-...:.-:r ¡
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Ef forts to bring rituals into line with Brahmanica-l-

tradition are called trsanskritizationrt. These efforts

are both encouraged and discouraged by the high castes.

High castes do not object to an outcaste group giving up.

abhorrent traits like carrion eating, since this accords

with Erahmanical faith and does not affect economic or

social relationships. Many polluting practices are not

easily given up, however, since many Harijans depend upon

such defiling occupations for a Livel-ihood. A l¡Jasherman

is defiled every time he washes the village Ìaundry. A

Chamar is defiled every time he skins a dead cow. If he

gives up beef eating, he witl be comrnended. If he tries

to don the sacred thread of the I'twice bornfr he will be

beaten; to permit a cleaner-up-of-filth to adopt the

symbol of ritual purity would create all kinds of confusion

and mischief in the society and can not be tolerated.

Confusion about roIes. and statuses is carefulty.avoided

by assigning particular tasks to particular castes, and

by assigning apptopriate rank to these castes.
' 

, One of the easiest items on the List of traits to

sanskrítíze, is a Harijanrs name. Hutton remarks upon the

frequency with which this occurs 3

j'E-.h 
census used to produce a deceniaL crop of

! Vishvakarma Brahmans | ( artisans ) , 'Gahlot Ra jputs t

(Chamars), rNai Brahmanst (barbers), and so forth
o i ¡ o a number of such castes claimed to some special
so¡t of Kshatriya or Vaishya at the the 1921 census
clairned to be somepeculiar sort of Brahman in 1931 .tt
(Hutton 194621121
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In the Chhatisgarh region alone live some 500'000 former

Chamars who have changed their caste name to ilSatnami.",

and another 30 r 000 who have become ttRamramiVstt. Tradition-

aI Chamar traits are being suppressed. The sacrifice of a

pig at a Chama¡ wedding has virtually disappeared. lrJidow

remarriage is on the rdane.

Ritual refo::mation and name change make very 1ittle

difference in the status accorded a person or group making

the attenrpt, since these changes do not readily convert

into economíc gains. Vr/ithout economic gains to reinf orce

ritual change and claim to higher status, littl-e of lasting

value can be achieved. This is well illustrated in the

rather humorous story told by Andre Beteille of a mason

who migrated to a vi-ì-J-age some distance from his home.

He cJ-aimed higher caste membership than his true caste,

and carefully observed all of the ritual of his assumed

caste. He was accepted for what he claimed to þe, until

an aquaintance from his home village.revealed the secret.
rrNeedless to .-yr' hr was beaten by the non-Brahmans and

had to flee the village Leaving most of his bel-ongÍngs.r'

(Betei1le 1g65:81 ).
'Numerous xeform movements have attempted to attack

the inequatities and disadvantages of outcaste status.

Most of these reform movements seek to impart a religious

and philosophical- sophistication to the Harijâñso Cohn

t:-';l:ia'¡
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tells of the Siva Narayan sect, a rel-igious reform movement

among the Chamars in U. P. At one of their meetings a

Chamar student from Benares Hindu University¡rurged the

Chamars to give up alL connection with working in leather

because it was this degrading occupation that was respons-

ibte for their low status.rr (Cohn 19SgzZ14). It is one

thing to advocate giving up a defiling occupation, but

quite another to find another option in the rural sections

of India which stiLl operate in a pre-industria'l economy.

Sanskritization is an attempt to rise withi-n the caste

system it does not question the rightness of the system.

It dec]ares that one I s or^/n caste (or caste-type ) has not

been given the status it deserves.

A group which is intent upon sansk¡itization demands

rights which have been denied, but does not necessarily.

want to share these benefits with other low caste groups.

Stephen Fuchs r-eports such a case, in whi'ch Balahi,s fought

to gain the right to use a'certain well in the village.
tr/hen the court ordered the village to permit all Harijan

groups to use the welI, the BaLahis h,ere aghast, since

this meant that Mehatars would now be free to use the welL.

Since Balahis consider themseLves above the Mehatars, they

couLd not consent to have them use the same well as they

did (Fuchs 1 951 :60).

ti+:;'i a::c.-1i.:";1

,l
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Economic Power and its Effects

Ritual ¡elormation alone does little to enhance

status. PoLitical or economic gain, when accompanied

by ritual reformation may lead to success. In Marriottts

Kishan Garhi village, the former 0utcastes who had achieved

a measure of economic success, were actively striving to

translate this into,ritual gain. Anothe¡ Harijan group

which has been very successful in translating economic

pob/er into ritual gain is the Boad Distiller caste of

Bisipara in Orissa. Bailey (lgSlz211-227) describes how

this group gained wíndfall- profits from distilling Iiquor

in the l-ate 1 9th century due to a change in administration

polic.y. The wealth they gained was then used to buy Land

in the village, where formerly only Kshatriyas owned land.

Having become men of property, their advice and cooperation

hras actively sought in village affairs. Thus political

poh,e¡ accompanied economic. power, and soon they.began to

translate these forms of power into ritual gain. They

followed the normaJ. route of sanskritization, including

avoidance of other Dístiller castes with whom they had

been on intimate ¡elationships befo¡e. The next step in

the pxocess h,as the trdiscoveryrr of a long-lost high caste

ancestor who had been cheated out of his rightful status

by certain unscrupulous persons. The Boad Distili.ers

brere polluted Harijans, notú the¡r axe accorded clean caste

¡:.: i.: -
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status. The process has taken several generations to
compJ-ete, but it shows crearly that a caste can cross the
pôllution barrier and emexge as a nehr, crean caste.

Bailey indicates that the doors to neh, economic

opportunity wexe opened by the coming of the administration
(tne British) in 1855. (At Least this is the date for the
village of Bisipara). The British prtduced some profound
changes on the subcontinent. Before the coming of the
British, land b/as conceived as being the property of the
raja (ie. the state). The raja had the right to grant
tracts of l-and for revenue purposes to his henchmen, his
relatives and his priests. India has traditionalry been

$ubject to nrore fighting and military fortunes rising
and fatring than is normall:y thought. The lrlestern

conception of the Hindu peopre being so non-viorent that
they wouLd not hurt a frea has red many to think that
battl-es and bloodshed were unknown untiL the British

l

introduced these viol-ent forms of sociar controL. Before

the coming of the British, rise and fatr in status depend-

ed very much upon the military fortunes of oners friends
and ¡elatives.

The British also introduced the concept of land being
a marketable commodity. Marketability of rand very
effectiveily broke the monopoly on rand ownership by the
high castes. From 1 855 onward, if a Harijan could accum-
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ulate enough resources, he could buy l-and as it came on

the market.

The British also began the process which Marion Levy

caIJ-s Ímodernizationrr (Levy 1966, vo1 I). They created

a greatly increased demand for clerks and account keepers.

Even Harijans were eligible for these non-traditional

occupations, províded they could compete on the level of

education. This meant fo¡ the educated l-larijan that he

ì¡úas no longer dependent upon the Land oh,ner for a source

of livelihood. He could now accumulate surpluses over

which the land o\^rners had no control, and which had not
:

been possible while working as an agrestic serf.

Education and íts Effects

If ,the statement by Srinivas (lgA5:13) is accurate,

that very few Harijans own enough land to be classed as

land owners earning a l-ivelihood from the land they own

and ti}l, then it becomes fairly obvi'ous that the path

to higher control of resources and of status must Lie

through education. Only by becoming educated can the

Harijans earn enough capital to aquire land or to compete

for lucrative, highly esteemed positions within a modern-

izing state. Since relatívely few such posts exist in the

rural areas, it is to be expected that most people from

the rural areas who aquire an education witl migrate to the
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cities where job opportunities axe greater.

Several writers, including Srinivas (lgSZ¡18) and

Isaacs (lgAA:1 63), have emphas ized the importance of

education in the effo¡ts at improving the lot of the

Harijans. Iseacs reported in 1964 that only 1tl" of the

Harijans had been touched by education ( 1 964 z 1 63 ) . This

fígure will doubtl.ess be higher by now, but the magnitude

of the problem is clear. Srinivas and Beteille (tg6S:tZ)

say that in 1963, of the 12.51" C1ass I government posts

allotted to Harijans, only 1.31" coul-d be fil-led by qualif-
ied candidates. They also fell short in CIass I i and Elass

III posts, but predominated in the sweeping and cleaning

categories. These writers aLso list 10% as the literacy

rate for Harijans, while the other castes had a combined

figure of 221r. Eecause high castes had a tradition of

literacy, they became the officers, lawyers, teachers and

administrators in business and in government at the time of

the withdrawal of the British in 1g47. A few Harijans have

achieved national prominance: Dr. B. Ambedkar, who is noht

deadr, and Dr. J.gjiwan Ram, presently food minister in the

cabinet of Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi. These men,

and others like them, have achieved economic and political
':

power through education, and in spite of caste background

rathe¡ than because of it.
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5ummarv

5anskritization by itself does not achieve higher

status. Economic,/political power accompanied by sanskrit-

ization does offer hope for improved status. For most

Harijans, the route to improved economic and ritual status

lies through education and better positions which education

provacles.

If a segment of a caste gains greater economic

power than the others of that socíaL level, then one

can expect social disorganization within that grouping,

since the weal-thi-er ones wilL sanskritize their ritual

and sever social ties with thei¡ poorer cousins'

, The achievment of higher status may be almost

instantanious for an individual who achieves an honored

occuþatian in an alea where. he personally is not known'

For a group to achieve a recognized higher status tends

to 'take several generatioFìso

t :?ìr ji¡;1;:;i.:Ì.:.:
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'Change of Religion

. Sanskritization has been described as an effort to

emulate high caste Hindu ritual; in other wotds to become

more Hindu. Anothe¡ option which exists for the suppressed

group of castes is to reject the whole hierarchical frame

of reference. This- amounts to a refusal to compete for

status in terms of Hindu ritual. This option says: t'5ince

I have not received a fair share of the privilegeê, and

can not expect to gaín anV, under the Hindu system, I

therefore will no longer try to compete on those terms.

The Flindus have stacked the cards against ilEr so I wil-l

no Ionger pf ay the llindu game.'i

Those who reject the competition for status, however,

must stil-l continue to live in a society dominated by Hindu

religion and by caste organization. They must establish

sociaJ. relationships, political loyalties, and economic

ties. They must find their place in that society.

Those who try to opt out of the caste system cannot really

succeed: in the end they wiLl become another new sort of

caste.

Since it is Hindu rel-igion which has given sanction

to the grossly unequal statuses and opportunities for

aquisition of wealth and poh/er, it appesrs that there is

no h,ay of rejecting the competition for status other than

by changing oners reLigion. This is so because having or
i 
: 

:' i : : : ::::: ::.:t :: I
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not having a religion ís not an option. Every man belongs

to some group or other, and every group has its relígion.

Being a Hindu, Buddhist, Muslim or Christian is an option,

since a man can change his group membership if he chooses,

and if the new group is willing to accept him. Severaf

major grDUps have converted to another religion, beginning

with the Sikh reform movement that began some 4 centuries

ago. Sínce then there have been changes of religion for

neh, Buddhists and for Christians. Many Muslims contrerted

even earlier, but whethe¡ they did so under compulsion of

the Isl-amic sword or by choice I do not know. One man

who converted to Islam within this generation has left us

a moving account of his st¡uggtes as an 0utcaste in India

before and during llorLd Vrlar I I (Hazari 1969) .

Al-though I have not studied the Sikh communitV, it

is my impression that it was primarily a movement among the

l-owest castes in the Panjab region at the time .of its
'I

origin.r Now the Sikhs form one of the most progressive

elements in Indian society. They have high literacy rates,

are economicalJ-y well-off, and have developed entrepreneur-

iaJ- skills. In terms of industry, and progtessive agri-

1 Th.t sikhism is
rejected several major
and caste organization
such a movement taking
much to lose and little

a reform movement is cl-ear, iot it
items of Hindu faith like nolytheism
of society. I cannot conceive of
root among high castes which had
to gain from reform

i.!

li¡.4!{ig
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cul-ture, the Panjab area where the highest concentration

of'5ikhs live, is noted throughout India. b/herever Sikhs

travel or settle in India, they demand defference and are

accorded defference by the rest of the population. They

refuse to admit that they ate a caste within the caste

system; yet they have achieved and are accorded Kshatriya

status. The procéss of Sikh emergence as a new sort of

high caste has covered seve¡aI centuries of time

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, one of the most famous converts

to Buddhism, grew up an untouchable Mahar. ìrJhen Gandhi

began Ieading the political- movement for Itsw¿tajtt (se-l-f-

government for India), Ambedka¡ refused to join the crus-

ade. He wanted freedom from oppression for the Untouchables

before he was willing to make common c'ause with the high

castes against the British. As early as 1g36 Dr. Ambedkar

was pubticalJ.y urging his followers to convert to another

religion. He saib: rfThe reÌigion that comPels the ignorant

to be ignorant and the poor to be Poor is not rel-igion but

a visitation.r' (Isaacs 1964:169). It was nearly 20 years

Iater that Ambedkar l-ed many. (estimates lange up to 2t

million) to renounce Hinduism and to embrace Buddhism.

Those who converted insist upon being caÌled Buddhists,

not Mahars. They refuse to acknowledge their otd low

caste status and worth. This heÌps to bring about a reVers-

al of rank concession syndrome. One Buddhist stated : 'rV/hen
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I became a Buddhist in 1957 it changed my whole way of
' thinking, It made me feel I must go out and compete,

that my children must get the best kind of education and k

enter into competition with aLl the general classes of the

society. " (Isaacs 1964:1 73). This sentiment indicates a

keen desire to compete in terms of economic activity and

a refusal to compete in terms of Hindu ritual-. Those who

Sanskritize their ritual do the opposite.

A group of Chamars (some 30r000) in Raipur district

became Ramramiyas about one generation ago. The name means

those who are identified as trRam Rams't. Ram is one of the

major Hindu deities. The Ramramiyas use the name rrRamrt in

greeting one another instead of the more common ttsalamtt or

'rnamastetr. They print the word ttRamrr all over their cloth-

ing and tatoo it al-l over their bodies. Chamars are

-'t1.. -^!L^- 1-.. :^ +L-:- !J;-,-1.. J-.,-+i^^-traditionally rather Jax in their Hindu devotional practic-

es but the Ramramiyas are trying to out-Hindu the Hindus.

Their conversion to a new form of Hinduism has not resulted
'

in any marked increase in status, but it has made a sharp

break with their old caste fellows from whom they separated.

The pressure for conversion to another religion lies

in the desire of the Harijans to escape the stigma of un-

touchability. This can onJ-y be'accomptished by becoming

something different - a change of religion is one of the

most efficient ways to achieve a new identity.
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Chri sti ani tv

In order to assess the effects of conversion to

another ¡etigion, I wilL first prese general picture

of Christianity in India, then proceed to docurnent the

effects of conversion in terms of education and occupation

of a particular Christian community.

Ch¡istianity came to India very early. The Christ-

ians of south India, known as Mar Thoma or Syrian Cf¡rist-

ians, insist that the apostJ-e Thomas himsetf came to India

in the first century AD. The converts ,of those early years

soon became a caste gxoup, and multiptied by biological

reproduction from that time on. After Vasco da Gama sailed

aroun'd the southern tip of Africa to India in the late 15th

century, European missiona::ies began arriving in India,

though in very l-imited numbe¡s. Christian missionaries

began arriving in larger numbers by the middl-e of the 1 9th

century. Their numbers have never exceeded much beyond

10r000 at any one time, and are considerably Iess at the

present time. Christians in India number slightly above

3% of the total population. The majority of the conve¡ts

of the past century have come from untouchable groups or

from tribal groups which were disintegrating socially:

Even Verrier Elwin, that great champion of the tribal causet

concedes: rrlt is a curious fact that it is Hinduization

that has generally proved a preparation for the GospeJ.,
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for it is mainly those tribes that have lost their tribal

solidarity in face of Hindu infittration that have become

Christian in any large numbe!s.t' (Etwin 1943:14). The

buLk of those who embraced Christianity did 8or not on

indivídual decision, but as groups. The Swedish church

historian., Bengt SundkJ-er estimates that between B0 and

9Al" of the converts to Christianity came in glouPs out

of Dravidian stock in south India, or out of hiLl peoples

in the north (Sundkler 1963¿242).

Christianity has clearly had a strong appeal to

Haríjans and to tribals whose solidarity had already been

broken, which i.t did not have for hiqh caste Hj.ndus. The

first appeal is doubtLess the matter of int¡insic worth.

High castes have always held the untouchable groups to be

defiled and have despised them for it. They have taught

the untouchables that the gods are angry with them and

are punishing them for despicable acts they have committed

I . ! 
- -ain a previous existence. Flarijan unworthiness nu" been

demonstrated from times immemorial in the daily ínter-

actions in the víIIage.by the rules of social distance.

Then Ch¡istian missionaries came preaching a God who

Ioves people, including Harijans. The míssionary demonst-

rated his acceptance of the Harijan as a social equal by

.entering his home, by touching him, and by eating with him.

Missionaries taught that a manrs worth is not determined
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by who his parents happen to be, but what he himself can

accomp.Lish. Christianity refused to accept the caste status

evaJ.uation. It was abl-e to accomodate within its structures 
',.,.,,,,i

a far greater variety of occupations, wealth and class

status than could Hindu caste structure. This is not to

say that all vestiges of caste are immediaLeJ.y forgotten :\,:,.

¡1'¡,t1',within the Christian community. In fact, one rather infam- .rr'r,,

ous story teLts of an actual wall- running down the center 
iu'.':l
ii' :::rf;'i 'i

ais.Le of a :church in south Indía to separate those converts

from one caste from those of another caste. The fact

remains, that Christianity proclaimed equatity. This has

had tremendous appeal for the untouchabl-e Harijans who

have been so unequal within Hinduism;

The second major appeal has been the prospect of aid

f¡om wealthy Christians overseas. . Missionaries offered not

only a new gospel, but also medicine, food in times of
a

famine¡ and schools fo¡ Harijan children. They.aIso-became

the powerful white friend who could intercede with ha¡sh

money lenders and government officials. High caste people

hav.e'been willing to accept medicine and education from the

missionaries; the other benifits'they did not need. 0nly

ra^re individuals from high caste :backgrounds have converted

to Christianity.

normally avaiJ.able in any given locality on the basis of

l)i .::: !::
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need instead of caste or religious affiliation, I am

assurning that these things do not produce social change,

even though by saving lives they may excacerbate long

term problems of over-population. Thus we are left with

the factors of education and the creation of a new social

grouping which conversion brings with it. These two are

hardly separable, since virtually all missionaries in

India have offered education of some kind to children of

converts.

Befo¡e 1947 Harijan boys could not attend schooJ-s
1

conducted by Hindus (lrliser 1967:55-57). In Christian

schools Harijan children were not only permitted to attend,
.they hrere actively encouraged to do so. Missionaries

pioneered in ¡ural education. They rnay have estabLished

the schools for the missionary motive of teaching the

children of converts to read the Bible and thus make better
I

Christians of them, Vet when Harijan converts had gained

an.education they hrere in a position to compete for better

paying, rnore honored positions in society. !'Jidespread

educåtion for Harijans has become'available to virtuaÌly

all Hãrijan children within the past 10 years due to the

government!s decision to give special considerations to

them; Befo¡e that, virtually al-1 schools open to Harijans

Ù',elefinancedandsupervisedbymissiona¡ies

i Í:ì
i:"

l':: ::

Conversion to Christianity has achieved two mejor
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objectives for Haríjan conve¡ts: a) they have been able to

step out of the competition for status in terms of sanskrit-

ization and have joined a group whose members incl-ude such

powerful people as British administrators, missionary

doctors, teachers, etc., and b) they have secured educa-

tional facilities for their children which permits them

to compete with Brahmans and Kshatriyas for positions

within the emexging, modernizing state with its rapidly

multiplyíng non-traditir:nal occupations

J. l^1. Pickett conducted a survey of 10 Christian

communities in the earJ.y 1930s. He notes that economic

benefits to converts is. trindisputably cLeart' (Pickett

1933:140). ,In the groups studied, Pickett found college

graduates in 9 out of 10. The fathers of these highly

educated men had been illiterate and poverty stricken

when converted. The samples ranged from north to south

geo'graphically, and covered 'both Harijan and tribat 
_

converts. : 
.

The recovery of 'fnerverr (E1wints term) or the rEVErs-

al of rank concession syndrome (O¡anfs term), is clear for

many,of the converts. Pickett reports one manrs experience

which is ver.y similar to the experience of the Buddhist

convert already cited: trI can sit here now talking with

you and can look you in the eye without fear or embarrass-
' ment. Before v,,e became Christians I had to cringe before

anyone who wasnrt an Outcaste;" (Pickett 1933:76). I have
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had a simirar experience: being invited to have tea in
a wealthy high caste manrs home before taking a tour of
his fields, I indicated that my companion, a llarijan who

had converted to christianity, wouÌd accompany me. 0ur

host served tea to both of us. The former Harijan was

el-ated i this h/as the first time in his lif e that a high
caste man had shown him such respect. Anothe¡ acquaintance
of miner also a former 0utcaste, became supervisor of a

number of schools after completing his own college educ-

ation. When a high caste official- (an ex-raja) wanted to
consult about a schoor matter, he cal-led the ex-Harijan
christian to his palace, served him tea with his own hands,

and then conducted his br.rsiness. This Ehristian also
commented that without stepping out of the t¡aditional
ranking system and obtaining a good job though education,
he courd not possibÌy have been honorabl-y received.

conversion to christianity may not provide stimulat-
ion to every convert to greater competition in educational
and economic activities, nor does conversion in and of.
itserf provide greater status any more than sansk¡itization
does. In fact, there are many accounts of severe persecut-
ion of new converts by vilrage r-eaders. In these cases the

immediate short term net result of conversion is loss of
status (incruding expulsion from the village), and financ-
ial loss due to lost employment and/or damage to houses

ir:,: '

i :.. :.
i::
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infl-icted by irate villagers. 
:

Stil-I another point to be ¡emembered .is that even

long term economic gains do not aJ.ways play a part in the

conversion of any particular individual. In the case of

one high caste man who converted, whom I know personally,

conversion meant disinheritance. Education was not an

object either, since this man had a good education befo¡e

conversion. In such cases one must obviously search for

other motives to account for his conversion.

I am suggesting that conve¡sion to Christianity

meant educational gains for the majority of converts.

These gains plus the fact of joining a new grouping

which functions like a caste-type, has enabl-ed most of

thern to make fa¡ greater economic and status gains than

their former caste-fellows have achieved.

Survev of a Communitv which converted

In order to test the hypothesis that converting to

a new caste-type plus aquiring an education has made a
'

major difference in the life style of low caste converts

and their children, I have gathered information from one

such community in India. This was done through a quest-

ionaire. The questionaire was administered personally by

a man with a college education. He ìiras instructed to

gather only accurate data; if informants did not know

the answer to any question, that space should be Ìeft
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bIank. Information was sought for each househol-der

(marri-ed maLe) who is a Christian and lives in the town

of Champa, in Madhya Pradesh.

Champa is a town of approximately 20 r 000 inhabitants,

the majority being Hindus. This town is located on the

Bombay Calcutta railway, about 400 mil-es from Calcutta.

Job opportunities include working for the railway, hrorking

in the two hospitals run by a Protestant mission, working

for various gover[ìfrìEr:ìt agencd-es such as agricultu¡a1 extent-

ion or health servicesr or in private industry. Champa is

situated on the plains of Chhatisgarh in centraL lndia.

This is rich rice growing country, but only one crop per

yeax since river water for irrigation is not available.

Mennonite missionaríes arrived in Champa in 1 901 .

The first converts h/exe baptised in 19O4. A few Christian

families migrated to Champa in the early days of the

mission to seek employment; the maj,ority are converts.

from various viLlages around Champa who moved to the town

shortly after conversion. Many Christians have also Left

Champa to seek employment in larger urban areas, since the

high rate of literacy for the Christian community greatly

enhances their job opportunities. Since good medical

facilities have been available to, this group, one must

sssume that their death rate is rather lowr'and one wouLd
I

expect a rapid expansion of the Christian population. The

l

l.
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120 married males nou, residing in the Christian community

at Champa represents only a fraction of those born and

raised within this group.

The questionaire seeks 4 items of information fo¡

each married male, plus the same 4 items for the j.nform-

antb father and grandfather. They h,exe scored for caste,

occupation, education and land owned. This is not an

attempt to measure rank or status as such. It is assumed

that a white col-lar worker of any kind is bound to receive

honor from iIlj.terates, regardless of caste background. In

traditional India a man tearnéd enough to read and write

hras a trpandit", that is, a Brahman. Anyone owning Iand

ox commanding others, hras Kshatriya. Thus, a former

Untouchable who nor¡/ teaches schooL, works as a government

clerkr or commands others as does a contractor, is seen as

one filling the position of Br.ahman or Kshatriya, even

though not born in that category.

Out of the total sample of 12O married males living

in Champa, 112 responded. Information for the grandfather

is nissing in 46 cêsBS¿. I interpret this to mean that

these 46 grandfathers brere both iJ-Literate and owned no.

land. This is a fairJ-y safe assumption, since both educ-

ation and land ownership are prestige items in India, and

so information on these woulci certainly be remembered.

Because,,,of ilLiteracy, poverty and low caste status, famil¡r
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history is not a matter for conversation or family pride.

The field worker indicated some reluctance to give inform-

ation: ÍMany householders wanted to deny their past caste.r'

The worker had to make diecrete inquiries as to caste

background for these reluctant informants.

The questionaire is reproduced below:

Name Caste Education Land owned

Householder

Father

Grandfather

Tabulati-on of data

1 . Caste

I , The field worker was instructed to use rtChristiantl

as the caste name for those born in a christian home.

For anyone born a Hindu, the caste name at the time of

birth hras to be given, with !tchr.rtin brackets after it

to indicate conversion to Christianity. Using this system

a Ehristian whose great-grandfathe¡ converted (or who fail-

ed to provide information for grandfather) would not reveaL

his caste background. It was assumed that since the first

baptisms took place in I 9O4, that very few persons would

tist the grandfatherrs caste as rfchristianrt; only 3 did.

0ccupation
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TABLE T

CASTE BACKGROUND FOR CHAMPA CHRISTIANs

high caste

low caste

tribal

Chrí stian

_number { out

10

B6

5

11

of 112) percentage

B.gl"

76,81.

4.51"

9.8Í'

gt.1%

A detailed listing of caste backgrounds follows:

high caste: Kshatriy.a 5; Agharia 2; Bawa 2¡ B¡ahman 1

lnr., ¡oe+o¡ f-1.-nn- 2lt. c--- q- v-nL-'7. p-^t,- ?. r.,--.' q.
. urrqrÚlì¿ L-, uu^u s, rruJ!Þ t t ¡ qt¡f\d I t t\L¡¿ril4 Jl

Kewat 5; Teli 5; Mahar 5; Patel- 3; Raut 3; Mahto 1 ;

Ko1ta 1; Kuntu 1; Kal-ar 1

tribal: Gond 3; Baiga 1; Uraon 1

Christian: 11 (Note: of these only 3 listed grandfather

as Christian, the ¡est failed to give information).

2. Occupation

' Categories used and their connotatio,n:

Unskilled: agrestic serf, errand boy, watchman, etc.

Craftsman: mason, carpenter, hreaver, potter, etc.

Cultivator: earning a living from land owned

Clerk: any white collar worker, like teacher

Adm.: administrative, like pastor, contractor
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TABLE I I

0CCUPATI0NS FULLOITJED BY CHAI4PA CHRISTIANS

unskilled craftsman cultivator clerk adm.

12

4

4

householder

f ath'er

grandfat he r

36

48

32

19

20

10

1

12

22

44

28

NOTE: no information is available for 46 grandfathers, but

I assume that they woul-d fit under the head rrunskilled 
r 

il

making this figure 32 + 46 = 78.

J¡ Iduua Liur¡

In this table the educational attainment is given

5 heads: illiterate, grades 1-3, grades 4-7, grades

and college. Any professional training beyond high

is deemed to be a college education.

TABLE I I I

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF CHAMPA CHRISTIANs

under

B-12,

school

house holder

fathe r

grandfather

illiterate.

7

4,O

s7

1-3 4-7 8-1 2 colle ge

5

I
I

tq

4

2

36

39

7

45

?1

1

iÌ'-
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N0TE ¡ I assume that the actual figure of illiterates in

the grandfatherts generation is 57 + 46 = 1 01 .

4. Land Owned

In this table I am giving the amount of l-and

owned in acres. The assumption underlying the choice of

heads is this: a family that oh,ns over 1 0 acres of rice-

producing Land is conside¡ed wealthy since it can produce

.more than it consumes. A family plot of 4-1O acres could

keep a smalL family alive, but would not provide surpluses.

1 -3 acres can only be viewed as supplying supplemental

income to a family that must earn income from some other

source.

TABLE IV :

LAND O!üNE D BY CHAMPA CHR I5T I AN5

householder 61

father

grandfather 40 2

none 1 -3 acres ¿ll 0 acres over I 0

33 3

13

22

6s' 17

15

17

2

NOTE: I .""rru that the actual figure for ÌandLess

grandfathers is 4t + 46 = 86.

ì..1 r:1 ii:r:
ii._:
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furalvsis of Champa data

The data from Champa indicates that the hypothesis

made concerning Harijans converting to Christianity has

been confirmed. Estimates for the percentages of those

converting to Christianity from high castes is usually

given at axou nd 1O1", but may run as high as 2Ol" in some

areas. Data from Champa shows that 8.91" of the converts

come from high caste backgrounds.

The occupations followed by the converts and their

child¡en shows a very sharp shift away from unskil-led

laborer toward clerks and administrators. There were 4

people in the administrator categCIry in the grandfatherts
:

generation; there are 12 ín the present generation, There

k',ere no cl.erks in the grandfatherrs generation, the number

rose'to 28 ín the fathert= generation, and now stands at

44 in egots generation. These changes reflect educational
:Y

attainment, since one cannot very well become a white collar

worker.without an education. One might possibly become

a contractor (hence an administrator in my terms), even

if iùliterate, but this is bound to be a rare case and did

not occur in Champa. None of the unskilled laborers'in
the sample earns a living in agricuLture. This reflects
neh, job opportunities created by the coming of the mission

with its schools, hospitals, maintenance shops, etc. These

institutions do not absorb alL of the unskilled Labor

F,l:i:'r::îf ¡itf ì.:i1
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avail-able in the christian section of the community, hut

do provide employment fo¡ a rarge percentage. The number

of cultivators has dropped from 22 to f. in the 3 generations.

This aPpeared to be an anomalyr so in order to understand

more fully what has happened, I wrote for detail"ed info¡m-
ation regarding the 3 famiLies which had owned ove¡ 100

acres in the grandfatherrs generation. The answer indicates
that in one case alL of the land hras lost since the owner.

had been a robber baron, and had had to flee due to police
pressure. In the other two cases, the Land had simply

been divided among all J.iving sons, and the amount noh,

- owned by the grandsons was not enough to support a family.
:

One grandfather had owned,144 acres. Each of his 1z sons

inherited 12 acres; the grandson in the sample had inherited
4 acres. He was earning hi.= living by following a cl-e¡ical

i. occupation. The data on occupation bears out very furly
my hypothesis that it is education which allows the depressed i:t:,;,r,r

. 
t- - 

':.

Harijan to compete for jobs and wealth with the high castes ,,,,ri
i:r:-.-...:-.

In the section on educational qualifications, the 
';"-'

change from iJ-literate Harijan to educated Christian is
very c1ear. Irliteracy stood at 9ol, ín the grandfather's
generatio.: Since 8.91o of the converts came from high caste

backgrounds, one can safely ""=uru that tr,r titeracy rate
of the Harijan section of the sampre was at or nearry at 0.

The present generation has a literacy rate of 93.8/o. In
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the grandfather¡s generation 2 men had attended college,

and both of these !'úere high caste men. The number at presi:

ent is 1 8. I think that this figure would be much higher

if there were not a steady migration of educated young

men ah,ay from the community to seek employment elsewhere.

In the high schooL category the number jumped from 1 to 45

in the 3 generations covered by the sample.

AnaÌysis of the social structu¡es of caste led me

to believe that change of identity through sanskritization

or through change of religion could not provide the

Harijans with greater control over resources, although it

might give them greater incentives to hard work. The fact

that the Christian community at Champa has put forth far

greater efforts at securing education for its chil-dren is

strong evidence they see this as the path which will lead

theni tò the goals they desire. ,

t:

I have aÌready touched upon the seeming ambiguity of

the. sharp drop in the number of persons holding over 1 O

acres of land. In several cases this was the result of the

India'n custom of having each son inherit an equal- share of

the fathexrs property. In ongca6e ego had been disinherit-

'e !ìrere a totat of 86 in the

grandfatherrs generation who owned no land at all; this

number has been reduced to 61 in the present generation.

The number of persons owning some land has gone up, while

¡:::l'ì:Í:l:Í
_r:.¡ì::,-r::
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the number owning over 10 acres has gone down sharply.

The¡e ì^,ere only 4 persons in the grandf ather t s generation

who owned from I - 10 acres; noì^, there are,4B - yet only

I ea¡ns his liveLihood as a cuLtivator. Land ownership

for the Christians of Champa provides two things; a) it

is a form of banking, since one can earn an interest ot

return on investment as weIl as providing coLlateral for

loans; and b) it provides psychoJ.ogical satisfaction since

land ob/nership has traditionalÌy been associated with the

prerogatives of .high caste status.

In terms of social status or prestige that the

Christians enjoy within Hindu society, I can offer some

comments by way of personal observations made during the

6 years I lived in the town of Champa. Christians no

longer fit into the social stratum out of which they

came. No one refers to them by their oLd caste names.
I

None follows the traditional caste occupation.. Finding

a. fairly precise niche fo¡ the Christian group within

the wíder society is not possible. Precise ranking is
difficult because: a) they do not foll-ow traditional

occupations; b) they vary tremendously in education,

wealth and occupations foJ,lowed; and c) this group

incLudes several foreigners who are managers of large

institutions and must therefore be given deffereñce.

The Ch¡istians of Champa view themselves as being
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above certain occupations. No Christian laborer wiÌl_

work in the fieLds as agrestic serf or as a casual helper.

Christians who oh,n land must hire Hindu menials to do this

urork. Christians will- not herd cattle nor milk cohrs; Hindu

Cattlemen are hired to do these chores. Christian teachers,

medical practitioners, and contractors have no difficulty

doing business witl-l the Hindu townspeople. One man has

been active in town politics, but is now virtually without

political influence;' he could probably not be elected to

any major office. Aside from personal me¡its or demerits,

the labl-errCh¡istiantr would prevent widespread support for

his candidacy. Social-ì-y there do not seem to be major

obstacles in the h,ay of Ehristian participation in non-

religious functioñs¡ A Christian doctor is chairman of

the local Lionts Club where prominant citizens of the town

meet in a social context. As administrator of the local

hospital, I vúas personally invited to pa'rticipate in many

civíc functions. I presume that I bras invíted because

occupied a prestige position as successor to a man who had

been a personal friend to many highly placed British civíI

administrators, as welL as being the founder of the first

hospital in Champa.

There is some confusion i'n the minds of the Christ-

ian community as to thei¡ caste ídentity. Missionaries

have insisted that ê man does not gain rnerit by belonging

or coming from any'particular caste. Since most Christ-

s
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ians come from Outcaste backgrounds, they have been

ashamed of their humble origins and have carefully

avoided any mention of caste other than ilChristian't.

Then the government began giving aid to children of

Harijan parents to promote attendance at school. Since

then, some of the Christians have begurr claiming to be

Harijan by caste (ie. by birth), and Christian by faith.

This effort to make a dístinction between biological

origin and present community of faith and social inter-

action, is not acceptable to the administrators of

government school aid. A Harijan classification is

not allowed to stand if it is discovered that the person

making the claim belongs to the Christian community.

\
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CHAPTER V ì

CONCLUs I ON5

In outlining my theoretical orientation, I indicated
my acceptance of Lenskirs formulation that ín any stratif-
ied society one must l-ook for changes in the power variabre
to determine the distribution of priviJ-eges. Evidence has

been presented that the Brahmans ancl Kshatriyas have not

only the highest positions of honor, but arso control of
economic and political power. I therefore concl-ude

that an understanding of Indiars caste system must take into
account the distribution of control over resorrrces. This

conclusion is greatry strengthened by the evidence that
those tribals who integrate into Hindu society whitre retain-
ing controJ- over tand claim and a¡e accorded Kshatriya

status

Lenskits theory begins with a stratified society and

offers an expra¡ation for the unequar distribution of
privileges. 5ínce India has a sizabl-e tribal population
which is in the process of becoming integrated into Hindu

society, a further theory is required to provide an explan-
. ation for the change in curture. sahlins and service

provide the theory which they have calLed the Law of
culturar Dominance. This Law states that the curtural
system which cont¡ols larger amounts of energy wirl spread

i-;Ttii
l!a¡ r- :

li:.
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in an area at the expense of l-ess efficient systems. An

examination of the t¡ibal economy of India showed that the

tribals rely on slash and burn horticultu¡ar techni.ques,

while the Hindus practiced plow agriculture. and used bullock

traction. The evidence al-so shows that wherever and when-

ever conflict occurs between these two systems, that it is

the tríbal gxoup which adapts to the Hindu society. I

conclude that one can equate Hindu cuLture with plow

agricultural technique in India. I also conclude that

the evidence of tribal transformation into castes supports

in dramatic fashion the Law of cuLtural Dominance. The

superior or mate efficient technicue of the Hindu plow men

,pe,xmitted them to multiply f aster than the tribars, hence

population pxessure has caused Hindus to invade tribal

territory and to force the tribal groups to j.ntegrate into

Hindu society on Hindu societyts terms, Tribes emerge as

new castes or caste-types.

. In a strjtified society those with power will controL

the dist¡ibution of surpJ.uses. Power is of two kinds:

physical and moral; surpluses are of two kinds: materiaL

(food, clothing, ornaments, etc. ) and non-material (status,

honor, etc. ). The Kshatriyas provided the original physicaÌ

poh,er which resulted in control of Land and property; the

Brahmans provided the moral poh,et which gave sanction to
the unequal distribution of goods. I conclude that neither

¡ . r-) í::i:ì i'ì
| ì ì:'r"r:i

I,
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Kshatriya nor Brahman could have controlled the distribution

of scarce goods in Hindu society w.ithout the otherts help.

By making group membership, occupation, andr status alL

dependent upon birth, conflict and competition between

groups has been ¡educed to tolerable level-s and has permit-

ed Hindu society to persist for thousands of years

Conflict is not absent, however, since the disadvant-

aged can never quite be persuaded that his lsw position is

justified. Ðissatisfaction results in reform movements.

Yet when refo¡m movements gain followers, they in turn soon

aquire caste characteristics and are transformed into new

castes or caste-types. Thus the caste system is not

shattered by refo¡m movements.

For those low caste groups seeking to gain greater

csntrol over xesources and surpluses, the only viable option

appears to be through education. Sanskritization of rituaÌ

is a popular path that many groups have followed, but this
.a)

does not bring automatic gain in material or non-material

terms. Education is crucial, for it leads directly to

bet.tþr', more prestigeous occupations. Change of religion
plus 'education is even more powerful than sanskrítieation
plus education because change of., religion stops competition

for status on Hindu terms; it provides a ne!{ identity
which is not subject to Hindu approval, and is the¡efore

a powerful tool against the rank concession syndrome.
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In the case of low caste groups converting to

Christianity under the aegis of foreign missionaries,

I conclude that the Christian denominations are actuaLly

new castes which have emerged out of Hinduism. These

denominations have a sociaf structure which parallels

the social- structure of a Hindu caste, and functions in

society just as a caste. They also meet the 3 criteria

proposed in the definition of castes.

The first criterion was birth ascribed membership.

Even though Christian groups have sought to gain neh,

members from outside thei¡ own ranks, Vet the fact remains

that children born within the group automatically belong

to the gtorp. They may have to validate their membership

by baptism or confirmation, but refusal to submit to these

rites does not make a person into a Hindu or anything but

a Christian as far as social group membership is concerned.

t'Jithin this group he is id,entif ied, sociali zed, discipJ.ined ,

and mated. Only by overt action ín joining some other

caste-type can a person become anything other than his
jr

parents werè. Marriage within the caste is normal, within

the caste-type permitted, but outside the caste-type (ie.

with a HiÍau or Mulslim) is strictly taboo.

The second defining characteristic. of a caste is

occupation based on caste membership. This characteristic

cannot be applied narrowly even in the case of Hindu castes.

i !:':.

1,.'
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It seems that this feature is more ,a matter of negation;

there are things which a caste man will not do becáuse it

is beneath the dignity of his group to do that thing. In

Hindu villages, all other caste men rely upon the Raut

(Cattleman) to herd and milk the cows. The Christians of

Ehampa do the same. Only l-ow caste people work as serfs

or dry laborers in the fields of the oh,ners; Champa

Christians ¡efuse to do this sort of work. Contact with

feces is polluting; and the Christians of Champa refuse

to clean out a septic tank : a Sweeper must be call-ed in

to do that task

, Because of the relatively high educational level

in Christian groups all over India, the proportion of

white coflar workers is also correspondingly higher than

Hindu Low castes. I therefore conclude that white-col.lar

work is becoming the trtraditionaltt occupation of the

Ehristian caste-typu.

The third criterion of caste is hierarchy. The older

christian gloups i5r south India have been accorded high

caste status just as have the Sikhs of north India.

Other Christian grouPs have not yet been accorded a

defini'te pJ.ace in the ranking systems. In rural areas

converts tend to retain the caste status they had before

changing their religion. In towns like champa where all

the converts have taken on new occupations, the old status

lf.:r:î.:'l
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has disappeared. l¡Jithin Christian castes there is a tend-

ency to form sub-groups on the basis of wealth. If a

marriage partner of suitable education.al and earning power

qualifications is not available within a Christian caste,

then the search is extended to another Ehristian caste

rather than contracting a marriage with someone of lower

economic standing. It míght be argued that this represents

a shift from caste considerations to class considerations.

This is sor but it is also true for Hindu castes. VrJhether

or not the wealthier sub-caste wil-l eventually break away
:

f,rom the poorex sub-section is a matte¡ of conjecture

Since rrChristiantt is a recognized caste-name and is

represented by various groups all across India just as

ttBrahmantr and rr sikhrr, I conclude that ttChristiantr has

emerged as a caste-type, Missionaries set out to establish

denominations which cross-cut' caste lines. These groups

soon began functioning as castes, and have emerged as-

new higher castes
'The emergence of new castes in India during the past

.¿

century is evidence that India is still in the process of

achieving a pre-industrial form of integration. Efforts

are being made by national political leaders to achieve an

;ion-state. The question of theintegration as a modern nat

place of castes within this state will be the subject of

future research.

i:lrr:.::f,.:r..::2
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